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Prospects for the world economy dimmed
towards the end of 2000. After an unprecedented
period of expansion, growth in the United States
decelerated sharply in the third and fourth quar-
ters of the year in response, inter alia, to a series
of interest rate hikes, falling equity prices and ris-
ing oil prices. Lower investment spending in the
last quarter snuffed out growth altogether at the
beginning of 2001, raising concerns that a harder
landing than expected might send recessionary
shockwaves throughout the world economy. The
fact that the slowdown, with its potential conse-
quences, has caught many observers by surprise
is a further confirmation that policy makers eve-
rywhere are ill-prepared to cope with the changes
brought about by the increasing integration of the
world economy.1

As a result of growing global interdepend-
ence both real and financial shocks are transmitted
much more rapidly across regions, countries and
sectors. At the same time, given the intertwining
of the real and financial sides of the economy, such
shocks have unexpected consequences. The Asian
financial crisis was initially expected to plunge

the global economy into recession; instead, it pro-
vided a stimulus to the United States economy,
prolonging growth there, which in turn supported
a rapid recovery in Asia through higher exports
(TDR 1999 and TDR 2000). On the other hand,
the adverse impact of the Asian crisis on com-
modity and petroleum prices, which helped keep
prices in the United States under control, created
balance-of-payments and fiscal difficulties for a
number of developing countries. These eventually
produced another series of financial shocks, ig-
nited by bond default in the Russian Federation,
which triggered a global rush for liquidity that
threatened even United States financial markets
during the late summer of 1998. The reduction in
United States interest rates in response to that
threat, followed by substantial injections of liquid-
ity to counter the Y2K computer problem and to
support the introduction of the euro, steadied con-
fidence, particularly in the United States, and
brought about a global recovery of growth in 1999
and at the beginning of 2000.

However, the global recovery also aggravated
domestic and global imbalances in a manner simi-
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lar to that of previous major cyclical disruptions
and periods of financial instability. As was sug-
gested in TDR 2000, an end to the expansion in
the United States economy was unavoidable and
imminent. Monetary tightening by the Federal
Reserve, which began in mid-1999 and had pushed
interest rates to 6.5 per cent by May 2000, took
longer than expected to affect business and house-
hold expenditures, but the
squeeze was clearly visible in
the last quarter of the year. The
current slowdown is expected
to reduce the burgeoning
current-account deficit, which
stands at over 4 per cent of
GDP, thereby helping to cor-
rect a major global imbalance,
but without faster growth else-
where it will lead to a signifi-
cant decline in global demand.

A broad body of opinion expects the slow-
down to be brief, although more pronounced than
had earlier been predicted; once equity prices,
excess capacity and inventories return to normal
levels, the economy is expected to see robust
growth consistent with the spread and further de-
velopment of new telecommunications and infor-
mation technologies. On this view, therefore, glo-
bal growth should be little affected by what, at
worst, would amount to a short recession, followed
by recovery in the second half of 2001.

However, the current United States slowdown
cannot be described simply in terms of previous
experience, when booms were ended by a combi-
nation of monetary tightening in response to wage
and price pressures and fiscal tightening to reign
in public debt. Critics of the view that the intro-
duction of new telecommunications and informa-
tion technology has produced a structural change
in the productive potential of the economy and in
its cyclical behaviour point to the large increase
in debt and the reduction in savings ratios that have
been incurred by households and the business sec-
tor in the presence of large fiscal surpluses
(Godley, 2000). If the private sector were to at-
tempt to repay its excessive debt and restore its
savings rates to historical levels, the shortfall in
demand could produce a prolonged recession,
since it would far exceed any fiscal stimulus that
could be expected from planned tax cuts.2 In this

scenario, no region of the world could expect to
escape the effects of a United States downturn.

The crucial question is consequently whether
a new locomotive of global growth will emerge
to compensate for the at least temporary abandon-
ment of this role by the United States. Unlike the
Asian crisis, this downturn is not expected to gen-

erate significant expansion-
ary impulses elsewhere in the
world economy. Japan’s nas-
cent expansion, based on ris-
ing net exports and higher cor-
porate profits leading to a re-
covery in investment, is vul-
nerable to a slowdown in the
United States. Moreover, out-
put growth was already nega-
tive in the third quarter of 2000,
after a strong performance in
the first half. In addition, with

interest rates close to zero and a large public-
sector deficit, there appears to be little room for a
policy stimulus without the help of a major ad-
justment in exchange rates. Most analysts are look-
ing instead to the EU to help sustain global growth
and offset declining import demand in the United
States.

Growth in EU last year broke through the
3 per cent barrier for the first time in over a dec-
ade (table 1.1), and there is confidence that it will
outperform the United States in 2001, given that
exports to that country amount to less than 3 per
cent of regional output. However, despite the fact
that the EU countries have successfully reduced
their budget deficits, have kept their current ac-
counts in balance and are showing little sign of
inflationary pressures, last year’s growth recov-
ery continued to rely on net exports, accounting
for as much as half of the increase in output, even
in larger economies such as Germany. As net ex-
ports are expected to make a smaller contribution
in 2001, a sustained expansion in private domes-
tic demand will be needed to meet even the mod-
est growth ambitions expressed at the Lisbon sum-
mit. Perhaps not surprisingly, and despite the
moderate stimulus that has resulted from struc-
tural reforms in the fiscal regimes in a number of
countries, there has as yet been no policy com-
mitment to the kind of domestic demand-led
growth enjoyed by the United States in recent

Unlike the Asian crisis, the
United States downturn is
not expected to generate
significant expansionary
impulses elsewhere in the
world economy.
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years. Indeed, even as overall macroeconomic
conditions suggest that Europe should at last be
ready to test the limits of its potential growth rate
– as the United States did in the second half of the
1990s – the European Central Bank (ECB) sees no
signs that the euro zone’s non-inflationary growth
potential has risen above its current estimates of
2.0–2.5 per cent,3 implying that it also sees no
immediate scope for relaxing monetary policy.

This reluctance to make a more concerted
policy move to bolster recent performance is a
matter of concern, since Europe will, in all likeli-

hood, be more affected by the slowdown in the
United States than official views, based on the
limited trade ties to the United States, suggest.
Euro-zone exports to the rest of the world still
account for more than 15 per cent of the area’s
output, which is considerably higher than for ei-
ther the United States or Japan, and the reliance
on exports over the past year of some of the larger
European countries suggests that they could still
be hit quite hard by a global slowdown. Further-
more, the integration of global production means
that corporate profitability and investment plans
can be quickly disrupted by changes in a country

Table 1.1

WORLD OUTPUT, 1990–2000

(Percentage change over previous year)

1990– 1995– 1990–
Region/country 1995 a 2000 a 2000 a 1998 1999 2000b

World 2.0 3.1 2.6 1.9 2.7 4.0

Developed market-economy countries 1.8 2.9 2.3 2.1 2.6 3.5

of which:

United States 2.4 4.3 3.4 4.4 4.2 5.1
Japan 1.4 1.1 1.3 -2.5 0.2 1.3
European Union 1.5 2.5 2.0 2.7 2.4 3.3

of which:

Euro area 1.6 2.4 2.0 2.8 2.4 3.4

Germany 2.0 1.8 1.9 2.1 1.6 3.1
France 1.0 2.4 1.7 3.2 2.9 3.1
Italy 1.3 1.7 1.5 1.5 1.4 2.9

United Kingdom 1.6 2.8 2.2 2.6 2.2 3.1

Transition economies -6.9 1.9 -2.6 -0.6 2.3 5.6

Developing economies 5.0 4.3 4.6 1.5 3.3 5.5

of which:

Africa 1.5 3.6 2.5 3.2 2.9 3.5
Latin America 3.6 2.9 3.3 1.9 0.1 3.7
Asia 6.2 5.0 5.6 1.1 4.9 6.6

of which:

China 12.0 8.3 10.1 7.8 7.1 8.0
Other economies 4.9 4.1 4.5 -0.8 4.2 6.2

Memo item:
Developing economies, excluding China 4.1 3.7 3.9 0.5 2.7 5.1

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on data in 1995 dollars.
a Annual average.
b Estimates.
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which plays host to a large number of foreign af-
filiates. This is particularly true for European
high-tech firms that have made very large acqui-
sitions in the United States in recent years.
Knock-on difficulties in European equity markets
created by reduced corporate earnings in United
States affiliates could be fur-
ther aggravated by a lower
dollar, making it even more
difficult for these countries
to offset the decline in their
exports to the United States
through higher domestic in-
vestment expenditures.

Consequently, without a
determined change in eco-
nomic policy, growth in the
EU is unlikely to reach 3 per
cent in the current year, and it may be much lower.
Moreover, given the current propensity to import,
its growth rate would have to be higher than that
achieved in the United States in recent years if it
is to generate an external deficit similar in size to
that of the United States and act as a global buyer
of last resort for the recovering economies of Asia
and Latin America.

An orderly transition to a world where the
leading economies all pull in the same direction
is further complicated by the uncertainty sur-
rounding exchange rate adjustments to current im-
balances. The recent strength of the dollar has been
due to relatively high United States growth and
profit levels, the large inflows of capital seeking
to join the information and communication tech-
nology (ICT) revolution, positive interest rate dif-
ferentials and the high liquidity premium attached
to dollar assets in the aftermath of the global li-
quidity crisis that followed the Russian default in
1998. If the United States economy were to slow
down sufficiently to induce the Federal Reserve
to further relax monetary policy, this would elimi-
nate two factors that underpin the dollar’s strength.
Moreover, the large-scale acquisition of United
States companies during the period of boom in
high-tech stocks4 appears to be running out of
steam, as European firms move to consolidate
existing operations rather than expand into what
is an increasingly uncertain market.5 However, the
likely impact on the dollar is not clearcut since
not all merger and acquisition (M&A) activity is

financed by cash payments requiring the sale of
currency for dollars.6

In any event, with widespread expectations
of slower growth, falling interest rates and lower
profitability of high-tech companies in the United

States, the liquidity premium
on United States assets re-
mains the major support for
the dollar. Recent experience
teaches that this is not a reli-
able foundation. The way glo-
bal imbalances are corrected
and, in particular, the behav-
iour of the United States cur-
rent-account deficit, may be
crucial in determining whether
slower inflows into dollar as-
sets leads to a major weaken-

ing of the currency and widespread disruption in
global financial markets.

While a sharp depreciation of the dollar would
increase global financial fragility, a measured de-
cline from its recent highs would be beneficial to
global growth. The benefits to European growth
of a stronger euro, which would allow interest
rates to fall, are likely to outweigh the disadvan-
tages of reduced competitiveness and earnings of
European companies with affiliates operating in
the United States. In addition, a stronger euro
would further reduce the dependence of growth
on external demand and encourage a more posi-
tive role for Europe in sustaining global growth.

The United States slowdown is likely to have
a damaging impact on the developing world, par-
ticularly if it is not offset by strong growth in other
OECD economies, even assuming a measured
decline of the dollar. However, the impact on in-
dividual countries and regions will depend on the
relative importance of their trade and financial
linkages with the United States. In Asia, where
rising net exports have financed a post-crisis ex-
pansion, a weaker dollar, coupled with a sharp
United States downturn, will quickly reduce cur-
rent-account surpluses and could threaten bank
and corporate restructuring.7 Linkages to United
States firms are particularly strong in high-tech
sectors, such as semiconductors and personal com-
puters, where declining sales and difficulties in
financing production translates directly into lower

While a sharp depreciation
of the dollar would increase
global financial fragility, a
measured decline from its
recent highs would be
beneficial to global growth.
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component imports from Asia. While a substan-
tial depreciation of the dollar would help exports
of countries such as China and Malaysia with pegs
to that currency, it could create difficulties for the
stability of regional exchange rates. It might also
trigger currency depreciations across the region,
which, together with the fall in semiconductor
prices, could result in terms of trade losses and
declining demand in countries affected. Japan’s
recovery would not be helped either by a weaker
dollar or by a depreciation of Asian currencies.
On the other hand, if the Japanese economy weak-
ens further, the yen/dollar exchange rate might
come under pressure. This could lead to similar
pressures for depreciation against the dollar across
East Asia rather than to a strengthening of regional
currencies against the yen.

By contrast, a weaker dollar, accompanied
by lower interest rates, could benefit many Latin

American countries that have linked their curren-
cies either directly or indirectly to the dollar. With
the exception of Mexico and some smaller Carib-
bean economies, dependence on exports to the
United States is lower than in Asia and financial
links are more important. Brazil and, in particu-
lar, Argentina could stand to gain from a weaker
dollar and lower United States interest rates
through the effects on the public finances and the
services account of the balance of payments. Since
the major Latin American economies still have
large external financing gaps, they should benefit
from lower international interest rates more than
they lose from declining exports. However, even
in these countries, trade flows would probably de-
cline. Furthermore, if the United States slowdown
leads to an overall perception of increased risks
and, hence, higher yield spreads for emerging-
market borrowers, the final outcome might still
involve considerable costs for the region.

B.  Developed economies

1. The slowdown in the United States
economy

The recent expansion in the United States has
been driven by domestic demand and supported
by a Schumpeterian process of creative destruction
that increased investments in new technologies
and raised productivity performance. A series of
international events kept the lid on prices, even
as the economy grew at around 5 per cent and
unemployment dropped below 4 per cent. Al-
though the increase in petroleum prices in 2000
pushed the rate of increase in the consumer price
index close to 4 per cent for the first three quarters
of 2000, underlying price pressures remain benign.

However, with growth over the past two years
exceeding most estimates, the Federal Reserve
raised the Federal Funds rate in several steps to
6.5 per cent in mid-2000.8 While the strong economic
activity appeared resistant to tighter monetary
conditions until mid-2000, the slowdown in the
third and fourth quarters of 2000 was much more
pronounced than expected and growth stalled in
the first quarter of 2001, suggesting that the risk
of recession is by no means negligible. With hind-
sight, it seems clear that the last increase in the
Federal Funds rate of 50 basis points was unnec-
essary, as was perhaps also the previous increase
from 5.75 per cent to 6 per cent, given the lag-
ging effect of changes in monetary policy. In
response to falling equity prices and sharply lower
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indicators of consumer confidence, the Federal
Funds rate was reduced by 50 basis points twice
during January 2001.

Two mutually reinforcing developments ac-
counted for the faster than expected slowdown:
the decline in investment spending on informa-
tion technologies; and the sharp drop in consumer
confidence, resulting in a slowdown in consumer
spending.

One of the most striking characteristics of the
United States expansion has been the sustained
boom in gross domestic fixed investment which
lasted much longer than in other major industrial

countries and in previous investment cycles in the
United States itself (chart 1.1). By the first half of
2000, gross fixed investments in the business sec-
tor had risen to over 18 per cent of GDP (chart 1.2)
and business investment in equipment and soft-
ware to over 10 per cent. Spending on investments
in ICT has contributed to about a quarter of real
GDP growth over the past six years.9 Much of the
investment was in the formation of new start-up
companies which needed structures, equipment,
and a full range of more traditional services such
as legal support and advertising. A good deal of
this new investment has been financed by venture
capital funds in preparation for raising equity in
these companies through initial public offerings

Chart 1.1

INVESTMENT CYCLES IN MAJOR INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES, 1981–2000

(Real gross fixed capital formation of the business sector, per cent change over previous year)

Source: OECD, Economic Outlook, various issues.
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(IPOs). In 1999, new IPOs raised close to $60 bil-
lion, a figure matched in 2000 (most of it being
raised in the first half of the year) (NVCA, 2001).
Such IPOs originated from companies that had
benefited from the high-tech bubble in the NASDAQ
index, which produced triple-digit price-earnings
ratios and extremely easy financing conditions.

It is now clear that many of the new tech-
nology companies could never have developed
without the easy financial conditions made possi-
ble by the boom in venture capital funding and
the stock market bubble. It is also clear that as a
result more capacity was created in the sector than
if the financing had been made available under
normal conditions by bank lending or retained
earnings. A sharp reversal of expectations con-
cerning the future earnings capacity of these
companies led to a collapse in their share prices
in the first quarter of 2000. The NASDAQ index,
which contains a high proportion of ICT-based
companies, finished the year down nearly 40 per
cent. The resulting loss in stocks initially issued
in 1999 and 2000 has been estimated at nearly
$300 billion, and new issues were halted at the
end of 2000 and the beginning of 2001. Thus, in
the second half of 2000, the new borrowing that
these companies needed to cover their negative
cash flows came to an end and many had to close
down or default. As a result, investment and re-
lated expenditures came to a halt; in the fourth
quarter, real non-residential fixed investment in
equipment and software decreased by 4.7 per cent
on an annualized basis.

All this bears more than a passing resem-
blance to the Asian experience10 of easy access to
cheap credit and excessively optimistic expectations
of higher future earnings, leading to investments
that could not possibly be profitable. The Asian
boom was followed by a stock market bust and
recession, and a similar result appears to be in
prospect for the United States. The decline in equity
prices has reduced household wealth and damp-
ened consumer spending, which already appears
to have been affected by rising domestic prices
for energy. In particular, the deregulation and lib-
eralization of electricity and natural gas prices –
which in some states have increased fivefold along
with the return to more normal cold winter – have
resulted in sharply increased heating costs for
many households. The decline in consumer con-

fidence and outlays is likely to be further rein-
forced as the effects of layoffs due to corporate
restructuring and inventory adjustment spread
throughout the economy.11 Growth in consumer
expenditure fell from an annual rate of 4.5 per cent
in the third quarter to 2.9 per cent in the fourth
quarter.

Basically two scenarios are envisaged for the
United States economy: a normal cyclical down-
turn which will quickly bring about adjustments
to productive capacity and inventories through a
short deceleration in growth during two or three
quarters, to be followed by a rapid recovery; or,
alternatively, a sustained period of disinvestment,
producing recessions similar to those in Japan or
Europe in the early 1990s.

At the beginning of 2001 certain develop-
ments suggested there might be a quick recovery:
petroleum prices were in the range of $20–25 a
barrel, inventory accumulation appeared to have
come to a halt, equity prices seemed to be stabi-

Chart 1.2

UNITED STATES: PRIVATE INVESTMENT
AND SAVINGS, 1990–2000

(Per cent of GDP)

Source: United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis.
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lizing and the trade balance had started to improve.
Furthermore, the dollar had depreciated by over
10 per cent against the euro from its earlier highs,
and prospects for increased dollar earnings pro-
vided support for equity prices of companies with
large international operations. The Federal Re-
serve moved aggressively to lower rates and
announced that it had changed its policy bias from
fighting inflation to fighting a rapid slowdown.

Despite these positive developments the risk
of a sustained recession cannot be overlooked,
since the late stages of the boom were underpinned
by historically large increases in private-sector in-
debtedness, which is the counterpart of the
historically large fiscal surplus (chart 1.3). Since
1997, total private expenditure has exceeded dis-
posable income, reversing the normal relation that
has held since 1952; by the third quarter of 2000
the private-sector financing gap had reached 8 per
cent of GDP, the personal savings ratio had be-
come negative, and household debt had reached
110 per cent of annual disposable income. Thus,
while the Government prepares to pay off its out-

standing debts, the private sector has been accu-
mulating record amounts of debt relative to its
ability to service that debt. Just as start-up com-
panies in the ICT sector needed to borrow to stay
in business, households need to borrow in order
to sustain their current rate of consumption. A de-
cline in income growth associated with a recession
would mean that households would have to in-
crease borrowing just when their ability to meet
the payments on their outstanding debt is declining.

The fact that such a long period of expan-
sion is unprecedented should make for a cautious
assessment of the current slowdown. However, if,
as already noted, the investment boom does share
some resemblance to that in Asia in the early
1990s, the conflicting pressures on the economy
from expansionary macroeconomic and stag-
nationary structural impulses point to a more
uncertain future than either the V-shaped cyclical
downturn and recovery or sustained recession sce-
narios suggest (box 1.1). Moreover, although the
United States economy is in a much stronger po-
sition than in the past to make appropriate fiscal
and monetary adjustments to avoid a prolonged
recession, it seems unlikely that the economy will
return smoothly to its growth path of the past dec-
ade, and certainly not to the nearly 5 per cent
growth it had reached after the Asian crisis.

2. European Union

In 2000, the European Union experienced
one of its best growth performances since the
1990–1991 recession (table 1.1). Growth finally
exceeded 3 per cent and unemployment dropped
to below 9 per cent. The growth disparities be-
tween the larger and smaller economies that
had created difficulties in formulating a uniform
monetary policy also narrowed. France, Germany
and Italy grew at about 3 per cent in 2000, while
the Spanish economy grew by more than 4 per
cent. Among the smaller economies, Ireland con-
tinued to surge ahead of the pack, achieving a
remarkable 11 per cent growth rate. With invest-
ment and consumer spending leading the recovery,
the euro area appeared to be emulating the kind
of private-sector-led growth enjoyed by the United

Chart 1.3

UNITED STATES: PERSONAL SAVINGS AND
GOVERNMENT SAVINGS, 1990–2000

(Per cent of GDP)

Source: United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis.
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States. Indeed, the growth differential of about one
and three-quarter percentage points between the
United States and the euro area over the last three
years was reversed in the second half of 2000.

The failure of Europe to achieve a strong and
sustained recovery after 1991 reflects, in part, the
responsiveness of European interest rates to those
of the United States because of increased integra-
tion of financial markets. Furthermore, attempts
by the ECB to establish credibility resulted in ris-
ing rates in response to United States monetary
tightening, regardless of whether that was consist-
ent with European growth and employment trends.
The tight fiscal policies to meet the convergence
requirements for the single currency and the Sta-
bility and Growth Pact meant that the main source
of demand expansion had to come from net ex-
ports. The stimulus from this source after 1999
reflected increased competitiveness created by
the depreciation of the euro,
which went unchecked until
the third quarter of 2000 when
joint intervention by G-7 cen-
tral banks seemed to halt any
further slide. Growth appears
to have peaked in mid-2000,
around the same time as in the
United States. France has con-
tinued to grow vigorously on
the basis of domestic demand
and managed to reduce its un-
employment rate, but the Ger-
man economy registered an
unexpectedly sharp downturn
in the last quarter of 2000, and
most leading indicators of
economic activity point to a slowdown in the euro
zone in 2001.12 Net exports are expected to drag
down growth and the important question is
whether Europe can continue to build on last
year’s growth performance in the face of the
United States slowdown.

The United States slowdown will have an
impact not only through trade. Sales of German
and United Kingdom affiliates in the United States
were roughly five times their exports to the United
States in 1998, a figure which is roughly double
that for smaller European economies such as the
Netherlands. Lower sales will hit profitability,
which could make it more difficult to carry out

the restructuring necessary to introduce the high-
tech production and organizational methods re-
quired to compete with United States companies.
Economic integration between these two indus-
trial blocs appears to be more significant than a
casual discussion of trade ratios might suggest.
According to recent estimates, the elasticity of
euro-area growth with respect to the United States
is as high as 0.4.13 This suggests that the recent
decline in the United States growth rate of more
than 3 percentage points from its average over the
last five years, could cause a decline of around
1.5 percentage points in European growth, bring-
ing it below 2 per cent, irrespective of any further
impact from a loss of export competitiveness due
to the strengthening of the exchange rate.

Nevertheless, Europe seems better placed
than ever to decouple from the United States. Since
European companies are not as highly leveraged

as their United States counter-
parts, investment should be
less influenced by liquidity
shortages, increasing spreads
in high-yield and corporate
capital markets, or difficulties
in the ICT sector. The lower
share of equity in personal
wealth also suggests that con-
sumption expenditures should
be less constrained by declin-
ing global equity prices. In
addition, the macroeconomic
picture is broadly favourable.
A necessary degree of conver-
gence has been achieved across
the region and the launch of

the euro has been successful; its initial weakness
reflected cyclical rather than structural factors.
Moreover, the fall in United States interest rates
eases pressure on the ECB, and the fiscal situa-
tion is healthy; changes in the fiscal regime of the
major economies (Italy, France and Germany) will
provide a stimulus of between 35 and 50 billion
euros in 2001, adding as much as 1 per cent of
GDP. The reversal in the upward trend of petro-
leum prices should also have a greater positive
impact on Europe, since it is a larger net importer
of oil than the United States, and this will be rein-
forced by a stronger euro, creating further in-
creases in purchasing power for households and
lower costs for European firms.

Europe seems well placed
to build on last year’s
growth performance and
bolster global demand in
the face of a United States
slowdown. To that end a
departure is necessary
from an undue reliance of
the largest economies on
exports for growth.
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Box 1.1

DISSECTING THE UNITED STATES DOWNTURN

Many observers expect that the United States economy will experience a short Keynesian-type
downturn, associated with overinvestment and excessive inventories accumulation, followed by a
relatively rapid recovery. Such an outcome places considerable faith in discretionary fiscal and
monetary adjustments. However, there are a number of factors suggesting that the current down-
turn is quite different from that which is typical of the Keynesian cycle.

While the sustained high rate of expansion in business investment has played an important part in
the unprecedented period of expansion, even more striking has been the increase in investment in
new computer and peripheral equipment, with average annual increases close to or above 50 per
cent during 1995–2000. Total investment in information-processing equipment and software rose
more slowly, at rates of around 25 per cent per annum. Although such spending represented less
than 10 per cent of GDP in 2000, it accounted for almost one third of all output growth during
1995–1999.

This exceptionally rapid increase in investment was driven primarily by new business ventures
attempting to exploit in full the benefits of a Schumpeterian wave of technological innovation in
information processing and telecommunications. The boom in venture capital funding and the bub-
ble in the IPO market allowed the financing of new start-ups with no current earnings and highly
uncertain expectations of future earnings.1 The sharp rise in equity prices after initial public offer-
ings lowered the cost of finance. Venture capital funds were thus able to recover their investments
and explore new business plans. As long as the equity market remained bullish, even unsuccessful
and never profitable technology firms were able to continue to count on low-cost funding to meet
ongoing losses. However, such firms represent excess capacity that will not be absorbed even by
an increase in aggregate demand on the cyclical upswing. In a downturn, they are likely to be
eliminated by bankruptcy.

This process now seems to be under way. It started with the collapse of the NASDAQ index in the
first quarter of 2000, when investors began to distinguish the new start-up companies that were
making their way and held out good profit prospects from those that were being kept alive only by
continuous cash infusions, with little hope of future earnings to justify their elevated share prices.
It is possible to look at the cyclical downturn as the market finally exercising its role selecting
from the wide range of information technology innovations those that will be viable in the long run.
The kind of excess capacity that is present in the economy may thus be rather different from the
excess capacity in steel or automobile plants that had been associated with typical post-war cycles.

But even successful high-tech companies with positive earnings may not be immune from the
current process of market selection. Many of them have acquired smaller start-up companies. Oth-
ers have created their own venture capital funds to invest in start-ups, or financed new start-ups via
reduced prices and the provision of credit through vendor financing. Some have accepted stock
options in lieu of payment. Thus, sharp declines in stock prices, liquidity difficulties or bankruptcies
of the weaker companies will adversely affect the earnings prospects of the more successful ones.
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Although the formal banking system has largely shunned the financing of new technology compa-
nies, the share of business lending in bank portfolios rose during the second half of the 1990s.
Much of this lending has been to the so-called “old economy” or “blue chip” companies with high
credit ratings, either in term lending, in back-up credit lines for commercial paper issues, or in
underwriting and supporting bond financing. However, the survival of these companies is threatened
by the process of Schumpeterian creative destruction that occurs as successful high-tech compa-
nies adopt new, more profitable technological approaches. The performance of these “old economy”
companies will suffer from the overall slowdown in activity, which may also entail problems for
banks that have substantial exposure to them. Recent weakness in high-yield bond markets, and
difficulties in the issuance of commercial paper experienced by many such companies suggest that
this is indeed happening (Silverman and Hill, 2001).

A lack of precedent in the current United States economic situation calls for a cautionary assess-
ment. However, there are good reasons to view the current cycle as an interruption in a wave of
Schumpeterian innovation rather than as a simple Keynesian problem of insufficient aggregate
demand.2 If that is so, the confidence that has been placed in monetary and fiscal policy in ensuring
that the downturn is short may be misplaced. Only a wave of bankruptcies, the extent of which is
uncertain, can eliminate the excess capacity in much of the ICT sector and allow more promising
investment to resume. The length of the downturn will depend on how rapidly non-viable busi-
nesses can be wound up, on the extent to which successful companies elsewhere in the economy
will face financial difficulties as a result of this process, and on the impact of possible macroeco-
nomic stimuli on the rest of the economy.

It does not follow from the above that monetary and fiscal stimuli would be inappropriate. How-
ever, they would have a much smaller impact than in the past because they can do little to recreate
the investment momentum and liquidity conditions that allowed the recent rapid experimentation
with new technologies. The improvement that many observers expect from a rapid easing of mon-
etary conditions may be slow to appear unless financial institutions, venture capitalists and house-
holds are again willing to return to their exuberant support of new businesses that have no current
earnings and highly uncertain expected future earnings. But this is where the problem originated in
the first place.

1 Venture capital funds usually expect a success ratio of 1 to 10 on their investments.
2 Some aspects of the current cycle resemble that described by von Hayek, who argued that an exces-

sively low cost of capital would create investments in techniques that were excessively capital-inten-
sive; the subsequent return to a more normal level of capital costs would show that these investments are
unprofitable, and the surplus capacity generated would have to be eliminated by a sharp downturn and
widespread bankruptcies. However, while many companies have invested without achieving their ex-
pected sales, and the capital-output ratios may have increased, the problem is not one of excess capital
intensity, but rather the fact that overgenerous financing conditions allowed unprofitable investments to
come on stream.

Box 1.1 (concluded)
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For all these reasons Europe seems well
placed to build on last year’s growth performance
and bolster global demand in the face of a United
States slowdown. A rapid expansion in Europe of
domestic demand is also essential to deal with its
legacy of high unemployment. To that end a de-
parture is necessary from an undue reliance of the
largest economies on exports for growth.14 The
creation of an internal momentum for growth in
Europe and its contribution to an expansion of
demand are likely to depend in large part on the
willingness and ability of governments to use eco-
nomic policy to anticipate, rather than react to,
worsening conditions.

The structural changes that have been made
in fiscal policy should boost real incomes and
partly offset the adverse impact of higher energy
and heating costs. Nonetheless, consumer confi-
dence in Europe does not appear to be improving,
and growth in real compensation, which peaked
in 1999 at around 3 per cent, had fallen to below
2.5 per cent by the end of 2000. Current wage
agreements in some of the larger economies were
negotiated under less advantageous conditions and
will not be renewed during 2001. For example,
the very moderate wage settlements reached in
Germany in 2000 still have a year to run. Where
wage agreements have been linked to an expected
inflation rate that in the event has been exceeded
on account of petroleum prices and the weakness
of the euro, there should be some recovery of real
incomes.

The appreciation of the euro towards the end
of 2000 has produced a de facto tightening of
monetary policy, with real interest rates reaching
cyclical highs – up from around 2 per cent in 1999
to around 3.75 per cent15 in early 2001. With lower
petroleum prices, the strengthening of the euro and
monetary growth moving towards ECB targets,
there should be ample scope for discretionary
monetary easing to accompany any expansive fis-
cal policy. However, recent pronouncements from
the ECB indicate that it will continue to be solely
concerned with internal price stability. This sits
ill with the spirit of the preparatory discussion of
the EMU, when there was a broad consensus that
monetary policy could be used to counter sym-
metric external shocks, such as an oil price hike
or a fall in global demand. Failure to counter these
influences could result in global imbalances pro-

ducing disruptive movements in exchange rates
similar to those between the yen and the dollar
that helped precipitate the Asian crisis.

The United Kingdom economy, which re-
mains outside EMU, has had a consistently better
growth performance than that of the euro area
since the 1990–1991 recession and was one of the
first economies to lead the global recovery. How-
ever, during 2000 growth was slightly below the
EMU average and appeared to have peaked by
mid-year. With industrial production falling
sharply in the last quarter of 2000, performance
looks set to mirror that in the United States, un-
less electoral or other considerations result in
provision of a more direct stimulus.

3. Japan

Growth in Japan – led by exports – picked up
in the first half of 2000 and fed through to in-
creased corporate profits, investment, industrial
production and output, suggesting that the foun-
dation for recovery might be in place. The im-
pression of an accelerating recovery was rein-
forced when the Bank of Japan raised its interest
rate to 0.25 per cent in August, since the Bank
had maintained that policy would not be tightened
until there were clear signs that the threat of a de-
flationary spiral had subsided. However, growth
slipped to an annual rate of -2.4 per cent in the
third quarter, and unemployment continued to rise,
reaching 4.9 per cent by December despite the rise
in employment. Figures for output and private con-
sumption in the second half were also disappoint-
ing and, with the decline in exports, inventories
began rising. As a result, subsequent Government
estimates for growth in the fiscal year ending in
March 2001 were lowered to below 0.5 per cent,
measured in current prices.16 Final data for the
fourth quarter may well show a new decline in
output, returning Japan to recession.

Although weaker markets in the United States
and in developing Asia have sharply dampened
the export-led recovery, it is still unclear what the
effect has been on corporate earnings and invest-
ment.17 Machinery orders from sectors other than
export and ICT-related industries started to rise
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in the second half of 1999 and this should have
been reflected in production figures by the begin-
ning of 2000.18 Whether this will be sufficient to
offset the decline in export and ICT-related sec-
tors due to the slowdown in the United States will
be a factor determining whether or not the econo-
my falls back into recession.

The Government has traditionally opted for
the fiscal tool to spur expansion. However, the
fiscal stance became increasingly cautious as gov-
ernment indebtedness rose. In response to the signs
of a slowdown in the second half of 2000, a fur-
ther budget was introduced in November which
proposed to increase govern-
ment spending by 4.8 trillion
yen. However, not all of this
amount constitutes a new stimu-
lus, since the legislation lim-
its the issuance of new govern-
ment securities to 2.0 trillion
yen and provides for the bal-
ance to come from a rollover
of the 1999 fiscal year surplus
of 1.5 trillion yen (i.e. carry-
over of budgeted expenditures
that did not in fact take place) and an estimated
increase of 1.2 trillion yen in tax revenues. The
stimulus resulting from the proposed budget for
the fiscal year starting in April 2001 is again mod-
est, and another supplementary budget will, in all
likelihood, be required by mid-year.

Local governments are under heavy pressure
to shore up their finances by cutting expenditure.
Consequently, with little contribution expected
from exports, continued recovery will depend pri-
marily on private domestic demand. Investment
has shown signs of acceleration, but the implica-
tion is that the consumer demand is expected
to take the lead. This will mean wage growth
will have to pick up to at least match productivity
growth.

Considerable uncertainty remains over the
future direction of monetary policy. There are in-
creasing concerns that a return to a zero interest
rate policy could delay corporate restructuring
measures that are urgently needed to restore prof-
itability. However, the return to negative growth

in the third quarter raises the possibility that the
recovery may be cut off just as it gathers momen-
tum.19 The fact that the unemployment rate is still
increasing in conditions of rising employment in-
dicates that previously discouraged workers are
being drawn back into the labour force and that
the economy could expand without inflationary
risks substantially faster than at the potential rate
(estimated at 1 per cent).

Assessment of the impact of the current mon-
etary policy stance is difficult because prices have
been falling for most of the 1990s, so that real
interest rates are positive even if they are close to

zero in nominal terms. Prob-
lems with the balance sheets
of financial institutions also
make it difficult to assess the
amount of liquidity that has
been injected. Bank profitabil-
ity and capital have improved
over the last several years,
without this having led as yet
to an increase in bank lending
or equity values. The loan
books of domestic commercial

banks continue to contract at about 4 per cent per
annum and the Tankan surveys during the year do
not indicate any change in the negative percep-
tion of banks’ willingness to lend.

The tightening of monetary policy since Au-
gust 2000 has been reinforced by the appreciation
of the yen. At the same time, equity prices peaked
in April 2000, but following the trend in the
NASDAQ in the United States, fell sharply in
April and May. However, rather than stabilizing,
as in the United States, equity prices continued to
fall, with a particularly sharp drop in mid-Decem-
ber as it became clear that the economy was
slowing down. This set off renewed speculation
about difficulties in the banking sector and a pro-
posal for a special government investment fund
to shore up equity prices. If the recent increase in
investment is cyclical – primarily due to the re-
covery in Asia and the prolonged growth of the
United States economy – rather than the result of
microstructural factors and the spread of invest-
ment to non-export sectors, it may not survive the
anticipated slowdown in global demand.

In Japan the return to
negative growth in the third
quarter raises the
possibility that the recovery
may be cut off just as it
gathers momentum.
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1. Latin America

In all Latin American countries economic
performance improved in 2000 (table 1.2). In
some there was a very strong recovery, pushing
the regional rate of expansion to nearly 4 per cent,
the highest since the outbreak of the Asian crisis.
However, marked differences in performance
among countries that prevailed in 1999 persisted
in 2000. Mexico and the economies of Central
America and the Caribbean,
with close trading links to the
United States, continued to
outperform those economies
that are more dependent on
commodity exports and intra-
regional trade.

Growth accelerated strong-
ly in the two largest economies,
Brazil and Mexico. Thanks to
higher oil prices, continued ex-
pansion in the United States
and robust domestic demand,
growth in Mexico reached 7 per
cent, the best performance in
many years, while an aggres-
sive policy of monetary eas-
ing allowed Brazil not only to raise output growth
(to 4 per cent) but also to reduce its fiscal deficit.
The effect on prices of the currency depreciation
of early 1999 remained muted despite the recov-
ery, but the current-account balance improved less
than had been expected. In Chile, too, there was a
sharp rebound in growth (to almost 6 per cent)
from a recession in 1999.

In both Argentina and Uruguay the economy
contracted (but more slowly) for the second con-
secutive year. In Argentina deflationary adjustment
to the external shocks of 1998–1999 continued,
resulting in some improvement in competitiveness
and a trade surplus. However, since the services
balance deteriorated due to considerably higher
financing costs, there was only a modest reduction
in the large current-account deficit. International
financial markets, which are crucial for financing
the deficit, have been closely watching the Gov-
ernment’s efforts to bring its debt under control

and to curb wage and price in-
creases sufficiently to restore
competitiveness and achieve
current account sustainability
(see chapter II, box 2.1).

The external environment
for the Latin American econo-
mies was generally favourable
as the recovery of certain com-
modity prices, which had
started during the second half
of 1999, continued into 2000.
In particular, the hike in petro-
leum prices benefited several
countries, especially Venezuela,
where GDP growth rebounded
to over 3 per cent in 2000 af-

ter a sharp decline of more than 7 per cent in 1999.
Several other countries, however, particularly
Chile, Paraguay and Uruguay, suffered seriously
from higher oil prices.

Prices of metals, including copper, alumin-
ium, iron ore, nickel, tin and zinc, also recovered,
as they did for some soft commodities, such as

C.  Developing countries

Prospects for most
countries in Latin America
depend on the extent of the
downturn in the United
States. For the region as a
whole growth is expected to
slacken, although further
depreciation of the dollar
would help increase
competitiveness in the
“dollarized” economies.
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Table 1.2

GROWTH IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES BY REGION, 1990–2000

(Percentage change over previous year)

1990– 1995– 1990–
Region/country 1995a 2000a 2000a 1998 1999 2000b

Latin America 3.6 2.9 3.3 1.9 0.1 3.7

of which:
Argentina 5.8 2.7 4.2 3.9 -3.2 -0.5
Bolivia 4.1 3.2 3.7 4.7 0.6 2.0
Brazil 3.1 2.2 2.7 -0.1 0.8 4.0
Chile 8.7 4.5 6.6 3.4 -1.1 5.7
Colombia 4.7 0.9 2.7 0.5 -4.5 3.0
Ecuador 3.4 0.1 1.8 0.4 -7.3 2.6
Mexico 1.5 5.5 3.5 4.8 3.7 7.0
Peru 5.5 3.4 4.5 0.3 3.8 3.9
Uruguay 3.7 2.1 2.9 4.6 -3.2 -1.0
Venezuela 3.4 0.3 1.9 -0.1 -7.2 3.2

Africa 1.5 3.6 2.5 3.2 2.9 3.5

of which:
Algeria 0.1 3.5 1.8 5.1 3.3 4.3
Cameroon -1.9 4.8 1.4 5.1 4.4 4.2
Côte d’Ivoire 1.9 4.6 3.2 4.5 2.8 2.2
Egypt 3.4 5.2 4.3 5.6 6.0 3.9
Ghana 4.3 4.4 4.3 4.7 4.4 4.0
Kenya 1.6 2.3 1.9 2.1 1.5 1.6
Mozambique 3.3 8.7 5.9 12.0 8.8 4.5
Nigeria 2.4 3.2 2.8 1.9 1.1 3.5
South Africa 0.8 2.2 1.5 0.6 1.2 2.7
Uganda 7.0 6.2 6.6 5.5 7.8 5.0

Asia 6.1 5.0 5.6 1.1 4.9 6.6

Newly industrializing economies 6.9 5.0 6.0 -2.6 7.6 8.6

Hong Kong, China 5.3 3.5 4.4 -5.1 3.1 10.4
Republic of Korea 7.4 4.8 6.1 -6.7 10.7 9.3
Singapore 8.6 6.3 7.4 0.4 5.4 10.1
Taiwan Province of China 6.4 5.8 6.1 4.7 5.7 6.0

ASEAN-4 7.0 1.6 4.3 -9.4 2.8 5.3

Indonesia 7.1 0.7 3.9 -13.0 0.3 5.2
Malaysia 8.7 4.6 6.6 -7.4 5.4 8.7
Philippines 2.2 3.4 2.8 -0.6 3.2 3.5
Thailand 8.6 0.3 4.3 -10.2 4.2 4.2

ASEAN-4 plus Republic of Korea 7.2 3.2 5.2 -8.2 6.5 7.3

South Asia 4.5 5.5 5.0 5.6 5.7 5.5

Bangladesh 4.4 5.1 4.7 5.1 4.4 5.5
India 4.5 6.1 5.3 6.3 6.4 5.7
Nepal 5.2 4.1 4.6 2.3 2.3 5.5
Pakistan 4.8 3.2 4.0 2.6 2.7 4.7
Sri Lanka 5.4 4.8 5.1 4.7 4.2 5.0

West Asia 1.3 3.4 2.4 3.3 -0.5 4.3

China 12.0 8.3 10.1 7.8 7.1 8.0

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on data in 1995 dollars.
a Annual average.
b Estimates.
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cotton, fish meal, pulp, soybeans and wool. On
the other hand, there was a continued decline in
prices for food and beverages, particularly cocoa,
coffee and sugar. Nevertheless, the terms of trade
for the region as a whole improved. Since, in ad-
dition, relatively weak domestic demand kept
increases in imports well below those of exports,
there was a (modest) improvement in the regional
current-account deficit. FDI inflows declined in
2000 and total net capital inflows remained far
below the levels of 1996–1998.

For 2001, prospects for most of the Latin
American countries depend on the extent of the
downturn and the speed of the recovery in the
United States economy. For the region as a whole,
growth is expected to slacken as a result of a
weaker export performance, although further
depreciation of the dollar would help increase
competitiveness in the “dollarized” economies.
The impact of reduced import demand in the
United States will be the greatest in Mexico, and
probably small in Brazil, Chile and Peru. The two
latter countries, in particular, will continue to ben-
efit from higher prices for base metals and from
relatively robust growth in the Asian economies,
which are important export markets. The outlook
is particularly uncertain for Ecuador, where hy-
perinflation continues to pose a major challenge
to policy makers, as well as in Venezuela and
Colombia. Fiscal imbalances remain a serious prob-
lem in some countries, including Argentina and
Brazil, while others, having experienced financial
crises during the 1980s and 1990s, are still con-
tending with weak and fragile banking systems.

Latin America continues to face large fi-
nancing constraints. While the region remains
dependent on capital inflows, it continued in 2000
to experience a negative net resource transfer.
Lower United States interest rates mean reduced
costs of new borrowing and, eventually, of carry-
ing of old debt, provided that sovereign risk
spreads do not increase by more than the reduc-
tion in the benchmark rates. On the other hand,
the financing constraints may be aggravated if the
slowdown in the United States leads to reduced
global trade growth. With more countries choos-
ing a regime of full dollarization, the region will
become increasingly dependent on conditions and
policy decisions in the United States.

2. Asia

Growth in the developing countries of Asia
as a whole (excluding China) accelerated further
in 2000, reaching 6.2 per cent, after having al-
ready recovered in 1999 from the contraction of
almost 1 per cent in the previous year (table 1.1).
There were, however, considerable differences in
performance among the subregions and their con-
stituent countries (table 1.2).

A sharp turnaround was registered in West
Asia, from slightly negative growth in 1999 to
more than 4 per cent in 2000. Wary of the volatil-
ity of oil prices, oil producers in the subregion
were initially cautious about spending their wind-
fall of additional earnings, preferring to replenish
their foreign exchange reserves and increase their
holdings in foreign assets. However, as oil prices
remained high because of strong world demand
and low world stocks (see chapter II, section C),
governments started to increase their spending on
infrastructure, education and health care. Higher
revenues reduced borrowing requirements and
domestic arrears. At the same time, stronger fis-
cal and external balances, improved confidence
and strong domestic demand greatly boosted eco-
nomic activity, contributing to overall economic
growth in the oil-exporting economies of the region.
Many oil-importing countries in the subregion,
however, suffered from substantial terms-of-trade
losses.

The Turkish economy recovered well from
the severe damage caused by the earthquake in
1999 and the spillover effects of the Russian crisis.
However, its exchange-rate-based stabilization
programme started running into difficulties in
late 2000, casting doubts on its ability to sustain
growth (see chapter II, box 2.2).

The outlook for West Asia in 2001 is broadly
favourable. Driven by increases in oil revenues,
growth is expected to accelerate in Kuwait, Oman,
Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Yemen and,
to a lesser extent, in the Islamic Republic of Iran,
where external debt repayments and higher food
imports because of drought are offsetting features.
Qatar will additionally benefit from the rise in its
gas production and exports. Drought will also, to
some extent, offset the gains from higher oil prices
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in several countries. From a longer-term perspec-
tive, for most countries in the subregion growth
will continue to be constrained by low investment
rates. Moreover, without substantial diversifica-
tion of production, they will remain exposed to
terms-of-trade shocks. Many countries are press-
ing ahead with reforms to improve the efficiency
of the public sector and have also introduced meas-
ures to privatize and deregulate economic activity
with a view to encouraging the private sector and
promoting domestic and foreign investment.

In South Asia, overall economic activity con-
tinued to be dominated by the performance of the
Indian economy. Despite the lingering effects on
exports of the Asian financial crisis and the more
recent sharp increase in oil prices, growth for the
region as a whole remained at the level of the two
preceding years. Growth in India, which has ex-
panded strongly in recent years, slowed down
slightly. The drought in northern India affected
agricultural production less than anticipated and,
despite flooding in the state of Andhra Pradesh
during late August and early September, which
affected the rice crop, the country has a large grain
surplus. Strong overall growth was underpinned
by a robust industrial performance and rapidly
growing foreign demand for ICT-related services;
in order to promote exports of services, legisla-
tion was introduced to support the ICT sector and
develop e-business infrastructure.

Continued strong growth in Sri Lanka in 2000
was led by exports, especially garments. Higher
tea and rubber prices also contributed to the sharp
rise in export earnings. The more than 5 per cent
growth in Bangladesh was also export-led. In Pa-
kistan growth accelerated, but still lagged behind
the other countries in the region; the external sec-
tor remained fragile, reserves continued to decline
from already low levels and the currency came
under pressure following the depreciation of other
currencies in the subregion.

The short-term prospects for the subregion
are mixed. Growth in India will remain relatively
strong, despite some negative repercussions from
world trade, underpinned by the country’s huge
agricultural sector, which stands to benefit from
moves to reform price-control policies and stimu-
late domestic trade in agricultural products. Export-
oriented manufacturing sectors are also expected

to benefit from a relaxation of the FDI regime in
special economic zones, and robust expansion of
the ICT sector will support service activities. In
Sri Lanka, growth will continue to be driven by
strong demand for its two major exports, garments
and tea, whereas in Pakistan, financial difficul-
ties are likely to be a restraining factor. All coun-
tries in South Asia, but especially the smaller ones,
are heavily dependent on energy imports and ag-
ricultural exports. Adjustments to terms-of-trade
losses from the recent adverse movements in pri-
mary commodity prices may dampen growth to
some extent, and further structural reforms in ag-
riculture and industry may be needed to strengthen
competitiveness.

In East Asia, almost all major economies fur-
ther consolidated their recovery. The five countries
that had been most affected by the financial crisis
– the ASEAN-4 (Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philip-
pines and Thailand) and the Republic of Korea –
registered an overall growth in 2000 of more than
7 per cent, compared to 6.5 per cent in 1999. De-
spite substantial currency devaluations and the
rapid pace of recovery, inflation rates have re-
mained low. In Malaysia and Thailand there is a
possibility of price deflation (which is already a
reality in China and Hong Kong (China)).

In addition to strong export performance,
growth has been supported by low interest rates
and expansionary monetary policies. Although
capital outflows have continued as banks have
reduced their foreign exposure, they have not out-
grown current-account surpluses. This suggests
that the generalized currency depreciation has
been the result of deliberate policy. There has been
a significant recovery in intra-Asian trade, which
is now growing more rapidly than trade with ei-
ther the United States or EU. For several East
Asian economies the internal driving forces be-
hind recovery have started to shift from inventory
adjustment and government spending to the more
self-sustaining elements of business investment
and private consumption. On the other hand, the
gains from export volume growth and higher ex-
port prices were partly offset by higher oil prices
during 2000.

Among the ASEAN-4, Malaysia continued
to be the best performer, with growth accelerat-
ing to 8.7 per cent. However, by the end of the
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year, domestic demand had slowed markedly and
manufacturing sales were growing considerably
faster than output, which would indicate a decline
in inventories. Producer prices have been declin-
ing, and the rise in December 2000 of consumer
prices was at an annual rate of just over 1 per cent.
In Thailand exports rose by 20 per cent in 2000,
contributing more to growth than in previous
years, when domestic consumption had been the
driving force. Despite higher energy prices, in-
flation has virtually disappeared; capacity utili-
zation is still below 60 per cent and there is still
excess labour. As in Thailand, recovery in the
Philippines has been relatively slow. At the be-
ginning of 2001, the country faced an extremely
large fiscal imbalance and the peso came under
pressure, despite a very strong current-account
position. Indonesia experienced its first year of
strong growth since the finan-
cial crisis, but domestic demand,
which has become increas-
ingly important in sustaining
growth in the other ASEAN
countries, remains weak.

In the Republic of Korea,
which has already regained its
pre-crisis level of per capita
income, growth slowed some-
what in 2000, but still exceeded
9 per cent. Economic activity continued to be
driven by exports, particularly of computers, and
there was a strong increase in manufacturing out-
put, notably of semiconductors. A second year of
fast growth has led to a resurgence of capital in-
flows, and although the currency depreciated by
an average of around 10 per cent, there was a re-
covery in the exchange rate at the end of the year.
Inflation started to rise, reflecting, in part, the
impact of higher oil prices in a country that relies
on imported oil for about half its energy needs.
This prompted the Bank of Korea to raise its over-
night call rate in October for the second time in
2000. Consumer prices declined in October and
November, resulting in an annual increase in the
price index of just over 2 per cent.

Output growth picked up sharply in Hong
Kong (China) as tourism recovered, and Singa-
pore experienced another sharp acceleration of
growth in 2000. However, in all the NIEs exports
began to fall in the course of the year. For exam-

ple, in Singapore, electronic exports in December
were over 11 per cent lower than in December
1999 and exports of semiconductors some 17 per
cent lower. Exports to all major markets except
Japan and China declined. In Hong Kong (China)
consumption has remained weak despite a fall in
real interest rates and in the unemployment rate
and a stabilization of the property market, and in
Taiwan Province of China the revival of domestic
demand in the first quarter of 2000 could not be
sustained.

In China, economic activity continued to
gather momentum in 2000, resulting in a one per-
centage point increase in output growth over the
previous year and reversing the deflationary trend
that had been caused by weak domestic demand
in recent years. Expansionary policies, strong ex-

ports and progress in structural
reforms resulted in rapid growth
in construction and industry,
which more than compensated
for a sluggish performance in
agriculture. Exports and im-
ports also benefited from a real
depreciation of the renminbi
and higher export tax rebates.
There was also a sharp increase
in new FDI commitments,
which had been declining for

nearly four years. However, given its growing de-
pendence on the United States market, the slow-
down in that country is likely to reduce export
growth in 2001. Exports and imports may also be
affected by the prospect of China’s accession to
WTO and the implications thereof for the ex-
change rate. Although export growth is expected
to be slower in 2001, the economy should receive
a stimulus from current stimulative fiscal and mon-
etary policies. Infrastructure investment, in par-
ticular, can be expected to increase, especially in
the western provinces.

Prospects for many developing countries in
East Asia in 2001 are closely linked to the high-
tech cycle in the United States and the movement
of their currencies against the dollar and the yen.
Growth in the subregion depends to a large extent
on external demand for electronics, and would
therefore be hit by any deceleration of global de-
mand. The rate of increase in new orders received
from the United States for electronic goods had

Prospects for many
developing countries in
East Asia in 2001 are
closely linked to the high-
tech cycle in the United
States.
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already declined by half in October 2000. The
outlook is for further declines as inventories in
the United States continue to increase, and there
were clear signs of declining semiconductor prices
in early 2001. Additionally, there is still a drag on
growth from ongoing financial and corporate sec-
tor restructuring. The NIEs are likely to grow at a
slower pace in 2001, and Singapore and Taiwan
Province of China, in particular, will be affected
by weak demand for electronic products. Slower
growth in the Republic of Korea will be a reflec-
tion, in part, of the continuing problems of the
major chaebols and the associated risks of further
problems arising in the banking sector.

In Malaysia, lower electronics exports may
cut the growth rate considerably in 2001. This may
require reconsideration of the policy of maintain-
ing a fixed exchange rate, but a lower dollar may
alleviate the need to move the peg. Reversing the
expectations of deflation and lower growth will
require aggressive monetary easing and fiscal
stimulus. Growth prospects for Thailand are also
dampened by the likelihood of slower export
growth in 2001; and the slow pace of debt restruc-
turing and the weakness of the banking sector are
also matters of concern in that country. However,
with ample room for interest rate reductions and
the expectation of a vigorous fiscal stimulus, Thai-
land is better placed to resist the downturn in the
United States than other countries in the subregion.
The impact of external shocks remains a threat
for Indonesia and the Philippines. Moreover, fis-
cal positions are a cause for concern in these
countries, and much remains still to be done in
the area of financial and corporate restructuring.
In those two countries prospects are thus fraught
with considerable downside risks.

3. Africa

Even more than in other regions, external
factors continue to dominate growth and devel-
opment prospects in Africa. Economic activity in
the oil-exporting countries was boosted by the rise
in oil prices, which led to significant improvements
in fiscal and external balances. The economies of
oil-importing countries, however, were severely

affected by high oil prices and external financing
constraints. In particular, sub-Saharan countries
continued to be affected in varying degrees by the
fallout from the 1997–1999 emerging-market cri-
ses as prices of some of their major non-fuel export
commodities remained depressed.

GDP growth in Africa picked up from 2.9 per
cent in 1999 to 3.5 per cent in 2000 (table 1.2). In
contrast to some recent years, it was the lowest
among developing regions and barely kept pace
with population growth. Even before the confir-
mation of the slowdown in the United States,
growth forecasts for Africa were being lowered,
owing to weaker performance by some of the
larger economies, worsening weather conditions
and disruptions caused by civil and political un-
rest.

Growth performance in 2000 varied much
among the different subregions.20 Growth was
close to the continental average in Central, East
and West Africa, whereas it was higher in North
Africa but lower in Southern Africa. Output growth
in Botswana, Mozambique, Uganda and the econo-
mies of the CFA franc zone was above the African
average, but in Angola, the Democratic Republic
of the Congo, Ethiopia, Sierra Leone and Zimba-
bwe it was well below this average.

Among the countries of North Africa, Alge-
ria and the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya benefited from
higher oil revenue, which provided a strong boost
to growth. In Algeria, however, these benefits
were offset, to some extent, by adverse weather
conditions, especially poor rainfall, which also
seriously affected Morocco and Tunisia. After a
decline in 1999, output growth in Morocco is es-
timated at 0.7 per cent in 2000, despite a decline
of 17 per cent in agricultural production, which
accounts for some 40 per cent of aggregate out-
put. Agricultural output also fell in Tunisia (by
15 per cent), leading to a reduction of the growth
rate from 6.2 per cent in 1999 to 4.2 per cent in
2000. With more favourable weather conditions,
both countries may experience faster growth in
2001. In Egypt, growth slowed to less than 4 per
cent in 2000, due to a tightening of monetary
policy to keep inflation in check. The rapid ex-
pansion of domestic credit in recent years and the
rise in the real effective exchange rate as a result
of a de facto peg to the dollar led to mounting
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pressures on the external accounts and a substan-
tial loss of foreign reserves.

Growth in Southern Africa in 2000 was re-
strained by the continued weakness of the econo-
my of South Africa. While in
most countries in the subre-
gion growth continued to be
healthy, recovery in the conti-
nent’s largest economy contin-
ued to remain fragile. GDP
growth rose to 2.6 per cent in
2000, supported by improved
competitiveness and the ex-
pansion in global output and
trade, but a depreciation of the
rand, a surge in food prices
after flooding in some areas,
together with higher oil prices, led to a build-up
of inflationary pressure. In Zimbabwe, the eco-
nomic crisis continued to deepen and is estimated
to have resulted in an output contraction of some
6 per cent in 2000. In Mozambique, where the im-
plementation of the Government’s comprehensive
reconstruction plan received generous and timely
international support, output is estimated to have
grown by more than 4 per cent (after 8.8 per cent
in 1999), although flooding caused substantial
damage early in the year.

The potential for higher growth in East Af-
rica failed to be realized partly on account of
policy formulation and implementation and partly
because of various adverse shocks. Economic ac-
tivity in the Democratic Republic of the Congo
was adversely affected by war, and in Eritrea and
Ethiopia by both drought and war. On the other
hand, the United Republic of Tanzania managed
to withstand the adverse impact of weak prices
for its main exports (coffee and cotton) even
though it was hit by food shortages due to the fail-
ure of seasonal rains. Kenya, which has been
among the slowest-growing economies in Africa
in recent years, was also plagued by drought and
weak export prices, but the resumption of IMF
lending may boost confidence and the inflow of
aid. Uganda, a major coffee producer, continued
to achieve growth of about 5 per cent, despite a
further drop in international coffee prices.

Among the countries in West Africa, Nigeria
benefited greatly from rising oil prices, raising its

GDP growth by more than 2 percentage points, to
3.5 per cent. The Government has initiated steps
to restore macroeconomic stability and improve
relations with creditors. Ghana, maintained an
output growth above 4 per cent, as it has done

consistently since 1995. Coun-
tries in Central and West Africa
which are members of the CFA
franc zone (see also chapter V,
box 5.2) have been among the
best performers on the conti-
nent in recent years. Because
their currencies are linked to
the euro, some of them have
benefited from increased com-
petitiveness due to the euro’s
weakness vis-à-vis the dollar.
However, growth in Côte

d’Ivoire is estimated to have continued its down-
ward trend since 1998 as the economy had to
contend with weak cocoa prices and a significant
slowdown in disbursements of external assistance.
Overall, output growth in the CFA franc zone has
remained fairly robust and is expected to acceler-
ate in 2001.

For Africa as a whole, the rate of output
growth in 2001 is expected to pick up moderately,
supported by faster recovery in South Africa. It
should remain strong particularly in Cameroon,
Ghana, Mozambique, Uganda and the United Re-
public of Tanzania, which have begun to reap some
of the benefits of macroeconomic and structural
reforms. Underlying this improvement is the ex-
pectation that the terms of trade of commodity
exporters will stabilize or improve moderately due
to lower oil prices. Recent European and United
States initiatives to open up their markets to the
poorest economies in Africa as well as bilateral
debt reduction accorded by some industrialized
countries should bring benefits. In addition,
around 80 per cent of debt relief under the en-
hanced Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC)
Initiative concerns economies in sub-Saharan Af-
rica. Presently, nine African countries (Benin,
Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Mali, Mauritania, Mo-
zambique, Senegal, Uganda and the United
Republic of Tanzania) have already qualified, and
several more are expected to reach the comple-
tion point in the near future.21 However, the impact
of these international measures will not be felt
immediately, and many countries in sub-Saharan

Most African economies
remain highly vulnerable to
changes in prices of
primary commodities, and
growth continues to be
severely constrained by
inadequate infrastructure.
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Africa continue to suffer from a debt overhang.
Moreover, most African economies remain highly
vulnerable to changes in prices of primary com-
modities, and growth continues to be severely

constrained by inadequate infrastructure in trans-
port and communications. Levels of official
assistance remain insufficient to fill the resource
gap.

D.  Transition economies

There was a strong recovery in the transition
economies in 2000 (table 1.1) and, on average, the
growth rate was the highest since 1989. While
domestic demand continued to expand in most
countries, the main stimulus was from exports.
However, it is too early to judge whether this
growth will be sustainable in all cases and whether
the process of catching up has really begun. The
recovery in 2000 was from a very low base and
export prospects are less promising in the light of
global conditions. The immediate policy chal-
lenges vary for the different economies: some will
have to accelerate progress towards a market
economy, while others will need to correct macroeco-
nomic imbalances or to cope with adverse shocks.

After the devastating financial crisis in 1998,
the Russian Federation had one of the highest rates
of growth in 2000, at 7.6 per cent (table 1.3). Due
to their strong links with the Russian economy,
most of the other CIS countries also posted high
growth rates in 2000, with double-digit figures in
Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan. Depreciation of the
rouble and of the CIS currencies stimulated ex-
ports and led to import substitution, all of which
boosted industrial output. It thus seems that the
business sector in these economies may be much
more flexible and able to respond to market sig-
nals than commonly believed, even though the
process of corporate restructuring has yet to be
completed.

Among the central European countries, growth
in the Czech Republic, Hungary and Slovenia in
the first nine months of 2000 exceeded expecta-
tions. Hungary was the fastest growing economy
(6 per cent). Industrial output accelerated sharply
in the Czech Republic and Slovakia. While ini-
tially growing much faster than in 1999, the Polish
economy showed some signs of slowing down in
the course of the year. Romania also reported
positive growth but without clear signs of a break-
through to sustained expansion, while in Bulgaria
output continued to grow for the third successive
year. The Baltic States recovered early from the
recession of 1999, but growth flagged in the sec-
ond half of 2000.

For the European transition economies as a
whole, exports to the rest of the world increased
by one third. Whereas the CIS countries benefited
from the boom in commodities, those of Central
and Eastern Europe increased their exports of
manufactured goods, as did also the Baltic States.
Imports also increased everywhere, but in most
cases less than exports, resulting in a significant
improvement in current-account balances. Sub-
stantial terms-of-trade gains in the relatively small
group of commodity-exporting CIS countries con-
trasted with sizeable losses for the net commodity
importers, comprising all the Central and Eastern
European and Baltic States, as well as a number
of CIS countries.
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The strong performance of most of the tran-
sition economies was accompanied by increased
inflationary pressures. Despite sharply rising pro-
ductivity and a predominantly export-driven
recovery, consumer prices generally rose faster
than expected, mostly on account of soaring prices
for fuel. In some cases, the resurgence of infla-
tion spurred a tightening of monetary policy. The

rise in fuel prices threatened export competitive-
ness, since there is still a relatively high energy
intensity of output in the transition economies. So
far this adverse effect has been more than offset
by productivity gains, but if productivity growth
slows down and nominal wages are increased to
offset past inflation, exports could be adversely
affected.

Table 1.3

TRANSITION ECONOMIES: SELECTED ECONOMIC INDICATORS, 1998–2000

GDP Consumer prices Current-account balance

 Change over previous year a

(Percentage) (Percentage of GDP)

Region/country 1998 1999 2000b 1998 1999 2000c 1998 1999 2000d

Central and Eastern Europe

of which:

Bulgaria 3.5 2.4 4.5 0.9 6.2 11.0 -0.5 -5.5 -8.1
Croatia 2.5 -0.4 2.8 5.6 4.6 7.3 -7.0 -7.5 -7.7
Czech Republic -2.2 -0.8 2.7 6.7 2.5 4.2 -2.4 -1.9 -3.0
Hungary 4.9 4.5 6.0 10.4 11.3 9.2 -4.9 -4.3 -3.6
Poland 4.8 4.1 4.2e 8.5 9.9 10.6 -4.3 -7.4 -7.4
Romania -5.4 -3.2 1.5 40.7 54.9 41.0 -7.2 -3.8 -2.9
Slovakia 4.1 1.9 1.6 5.5 14.2 15.4 -9.7 -5.5 -1.6
Slovenia 3.8 4.9 4.8 6.6 8.1 9.9 -0.8 -3.9 -2.7

Baltic States

of which:

Estonia 4.7 -1.1 5.5 6.8 3.9 3.0 -9.2 -5.7 -5.5
Latvia 3.9 0.1 4.5 f 2.8 3.3 2.6 -10.7 -10.3 -5.6
Lithuania 5.1 -4.2 2.1 2.4 0.3 1.3 -12.1 -11.2 -4.2

CIS

of which:

Belarus 8.4 3.4 2.5g 181.6 251.3 190.7 -7.6 -2.4 -3.3
Russian Federation -4.9 3.2 7.6e 84.5 36.6 20.2 0.4 13.7 22.2
Ukraine -1.9 -0.4 6.0e 20.0 19.2 30.3 -3.2 2.8 1.5

Source: ECE (2000, tables 1.2.1 and 1.2.2) and subsequent updates.
a For consumer prices change from December to December unless otherwise indicated.
b October official forecast unless otherwise indicated.
c June 1999 to June 2000.
d January–June.
e Preliminary estimates.
f 4–5 per cent.
g 2–3 per cent.
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The fiscal position has been better than ex-
pected in most transition economies, not only due
to the strength of the recovery but also because of
windfall gains related to price-sensitive revenue
items such as duties and excise taxes. In most
countries, the recovery has not
led to a significant increase in
employment, which suggests
that there was slack to be taken
up and also that there has been
a further deepening of the
process of economic restruc-
turing. Indeed, unemployment
rates in several countries have
increased or remained high.

The factors that were favourable to growth
in the last two years are not in place in 2001. World
trade expansion is slowing, the stimulating effect
of currency depreciations in the aftermath of the

Russian crisis is fading away and commodity
prices have peaked. The stimulus to continued
growth will thus have to come from domestic de-
mand. The task will be all the more difficult as
inflation was on the rise in 2000. Several transi-

tion economies are determined
to achieve the conditions nec-
essary for association with, or
even accession to, the Euro-
pean Union, to which end they
may be obliged to take strong
measures, in particular a re-
strictive monetary policy to
combat the inflationary ten-
dencies. However, such meas-
ures would aggravate the em-

ployment situation, which is particularly serious
in south-east Europe, where unemployment al-
ready exceeds 20 per cent of the labour force in a
number of countries.

Notes

The factors that were
favourable to growth in the
transition economies in the
last two years are not in
place in 2001.

1 At the end of September 2000, the International
Monetary Fund ( IMF) revised its growth estimates
upwards because: “The global economic expansion
has continued to gain strength, with global output
growth now projected at 4.7 per cent in 2000, 0.5 per-
centage points higher than expected in the May
World Economic Outlook … Growth is projected to
increase in all major regions of the world, led by
the continued strength of the United States economy;
the robust upswing in Europe; the consolidation of
the recovery in Asia; and a rebound from last year’s
slowdowns in emerging markets in Latin America
and the Middle East and Europe” (IMF, 2000a: 1).

2 The proposed tax cuts reflect the policies of the new
Administration and their primary purpose is not the
short-term stabilization of domestic demand. Hence
they may not be reversed in response to a macro-
economic need. If the optimists are proved right,

the impact will be felt just when the economy is
again growing at its potential, forcing a sharp tight-
ening of monetary policy. This potential inconsist-
ency between fiscal and monetary stances raises
familiar concerns for the rest of the world, particu-
larly developing countries. Furthermore, to the ex-
tent that the increase in disposable income result-
ing from tax cuts is spent on consumer goods rather
than saved, aggregate domestic savings would be
reduced with the effect of aggravating external im-
balances.

3 Speech by ECB Governing Council member and
Deutsche Bundesbank President, Ernst Welteke, at
the University of Hohenheim, 23 January 2001, re-
ported in Market News International. The reluctance
to revise its estimate of potential growth is based
on the view that: “on all the available evidence we
cannot as yet conclude that a decisive shift in the
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trend rate of productivity growth is discernible”
(W. Duisenberg, ECB Press Conference, 14 Decem-
ber 2000).

4 In 1999, non-resident companies spent $283 billion
to acquire or establish businesses in the United
States, up sharply from $215 billion in 1998 and
$70 billion in 1997 (Zeile, 2000: 141). Of Europe’s
$425.5 billion worth of FDI outflows in 1999,
$235 billion were directed to the United States
(UNCTAD, 2000a, annex tables B1 and B2; Zeile,
2000, table 16).

5 Indeed, since non-repatriated profits of foreign-
owned affiliates are counted as FDI inflows into the
United States, a decline in sales there would reduce
recorded FDI inflows and may lead to decisions to
repatriate more profits, thereby increasing down-
ward pressure on the dollar.

6 Since 1997 the share of cross-border M&As fi-
nanced by stock swaps rather than cash has increased
dramatically. For developed countries as a whole,
less than 10 per cent were financed by stock swaps
in 1997, but the share rose to 31 per cent in 1998
and reached 40 per cent in 1999. For the United
States, it is estimated that roughly half of all inward
M&As have not involved direct acquisition of dol-
lar assets with foreign currency, but have been fi-
nanced by means of stock swaps, and that much of
the remaining M&As have been financed by bor-
rowing in the United States. Thus the European
M&A boom in the United States after 1997 may
have had a smaller direct impact on the foreign ex-
change market than is commonly supposed. None-
theless, there may be indirect portfolio effects, since
stock swaps increase the foreign currency denomi-
nation of assets in United States investors’ portfo-
lios. If United States investors were to sell their for-
eign equity, repatriate the proceeds and invest in
dollar-denominated securities, the demand for dol-
lars would increase in much the same way as a di-
rect purchase.

7 The extent of the region’s dependence on United
States growth is reflected in the share of its exports
to the United States. They account for more than 20
per cent of GDP in Malaysia, Singapore and Hong
Kong (China), more than 10 per cent in the Philip-
pines and Taiwan Province of China, and 7 per cent
in the Republic of Korea.

8 As a result of the new productivity performance and
the absence of any wage or price reactions to tight
labour markets, the Federal Reserve now appears
to accept that the natural growth rate is above the
2.0–2.5 per cent commonly cited in the first half of the
decade, although it has not explicitly endorsed a spe-
cific target. The latest Economic Report of the Presi-
dent estimates a potential growth rate of 3.8 per cent.

9 ICT investment includes business outlays for com-
puters and peripherals, software, communications

gear, instruments, photocopying equipment and of-
fice equipment. The first three categories account
for 88 per cent of the total, while software alone
accounts for 43 per cent. Expenditures on commu-
nications equipment are only half as important as
those on software.

10 Since the United States investment boom was driven
primarily by companies attempting to exploit new
technological advances to create new markets, it
differs from the late 1980s investment boom in Ja-
pan and the early 1990s boom in the Republic of
Korea, both of which were driven primarily by ex-
panding capacity in existing lines of business or by
the entry of new competitors into existing lines.

11 The Conference Board index at year-end was about
11 per cent lower than its peak in May 2000, and
the University of Michigan index was about 12 per
cent below its peak of January 2000. The declines
in these two indices have been especially notice-
able since both had previously been at historically
high levels for extended periods. The University of
Michigan index dropped sharply from December
2000 to January 2001.

12 Confidence indicators in the major EU economies
have been in decline since early in the third quarter.
The German IFO index of future expectations has
declined since October 2000, and that of the overall
business climate in industry had already been in
decline since May 2000; the French INSEE indica-
tor, which had peaked in July at 40, fell to 17 in
January 2001. The Italian ISAE index fell from 40
in January 2000 to 18 in November 2000 and even
further in December 2000.

13 See Credit Suisse/First Boston, Euro Area Weekly,
12 January 2001.

14 Domestic demand seems to have played a more im-
portant role in the strong growth performance of
some smaller European economies in the second half
of the 1990s than in the larger economies.

15 Nominal interest rates adjusted for core inflation.
16 However, since Japan is still suffering from defla-

tion, the estimated real growth is slightly higher.
17 Over 40 per cent of Japanese exports are to Asia

and over 25 per cent to the United States. Exports
to EU are less than 20 per cent and are probably
more sensitive to exchange rate changes. Conse-
quently, they should improve with a recovery of the
euro relative to the yen.

18 Although the December Tankan survey revised sec-
ond half profits downwards and excess capacity fig-
ures rose.

19 The Central Bank appears to take the view that, to
the extent that higher interest rates create pressure
for restructuring, they will through increased effi-
ciency lead to lower prices and deflation. However,
a Bank of Japan study (6 October 1999: 56, box E)
finds that: “data do not show evidence that techno-
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logical innovation increases the number of indus-
tries that make profits while decreasing their prices
even more in Japan”.

20 The subregions distinguished in this subsection are
as defined by the United Nations Economic Com-
mission for Africa: (1) Central Africa (Cameroon,
Central African Republic, Chad, Congo, Equatorial
Guinea, Gabon; Sao Tome and Principe); (2) East
Africa (Burundi, Comoros, Democratic Republic of
the Congo, Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya,
Madagascar, Seychelles, Somalia, Rwanda, Uganda
and United Republic of Tanzania); (3) North Africa
(Algeria, Egypt, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Maurita-
nia, Morocco, Sudan and Tunisia); (4) Southern

Africa (Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mau-
ritius, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa,
Swaziland, Zambia and Zimbabwe); and (5) West
Africa (Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Côte
d’Ivoire, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau,
Liberia, Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone
and Togo). North Africa and Southern Africa ac-
count respectively for about 40 per cent and 35 per
cent of African output, while the shares of West
Africa, East Africa and Central Africa were 14 per
cent, 7 per cent and 4 per cent, respectively.

21 Potential qualifiers include Chad, Ethiopia, Gam-
bia, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Madagascar, Malawi,
Niger, Rwanda, Sao Tome and Principe, and Zambia.
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After the Asian financial crisis world trade
went through a period of slow growth in 1998 and
1999 (table 2.1); this phase ended in 2000. Esti-
mates available at the beginning of 2001 indicate
that world trade in 2000 grew at around twice the
rate for 1999 and considerably faster than world
output (table 2.2).1 The resilience of the United
States economy, a pick-up in economic activity
in the EU and Japan, stronger than expected recov-
ery in Latin America and the transition economies,
and sustained growth in Asia all helped to stimu-
late trade. The prolonged period of boom in the
United States has left its mark on the global trad-
ing system. Already in 1999, the United States
economy accounted for an unprecedented 18.5 per
cent of global imports in value terms and the pro-
portion in 2000 was even higher (see WTO, 2000,
tables III.1 and III.2). In 2001 world trade expan-
sion is expected to moderate, due to the slowdown
in world industrial production and more stable oil
prices.

All major regions recorded an expansion
in trade volumes in 2000, but it was particularly
marked in the developing and, according to some
estimates, transition economies (table 2.2). For the

developing countries as a group, the volume of
imports is estimated to have increased by more
than 11 per cent in 2000, compared to less than
6 per cent in 1999 and a decline in 1998. In Latin
America and in the transition economies, imports
had declined in 1999 but are estimated to have
grown by more than 10 per cent in 2000. In Asia,
imports continued to grow, in some cases even
more rapidly than they had in 1999. Growth in
the volume of imports accelerated sharply in Hong
Kong (China) and Taiwan Province of China, but
was slower in Singapore and the Republic of
Korea. Among the ASEAN-4, the volume of im-
ports grew faster than in 1999 in Indonesia and
the Philippines but slower in Malaysia and Thai-
land. China again registered strong growth in
import volumes in 2000, exceeding even the 26 per
cent of the previous year. In Africa, which has
been less affected by the recent volatility in glo-
bal markets, imports grew, but at a slower rate
than in other developing regions.

Import growth accelerated also in the devel-
oped countries in 2000, albeit at a slower rate than
in the developing countries for the first time since
1997. Imports into the United States again grew

Chapter II

INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND FINANCE

A.  Recent developments in international trade
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Table 2.1

EXPORTS AND IMPORTS BY REGION AND ECONOMIC GROUPING, 1997–1999

(Percentage change over previous year)

Export value Export volume

Region/economic grouping 1997 1998 1999 1997 1998 1999

World 3.5 -1.6 3.5 10.7 5.0 4.8

Developed market-economy countries 2.0 0.8 1.7 10.0 4.6 4.3

of which:
Japan 2.4 -7.8 8.1 11.8 -1.3 2.1
United States 10.2 -0.9 1.9 11.9 2.3 4.3
European Union -0.5 4.0 -1.0 9.4 6.3 3.7

Transition economies 4.2 -4.7 -0.6 10.4 5.1 -1.7

Developing countries 7.0 -6.9 8.7 12.5 5.6 7.1

of which:
Africa 2.0 -15.9 8.7 6.7 -1.8 3.8
Latin America 10.6 -1.3 6.4 11.7 7.6 7.5
Middle East 4.7 -22.5 23.6 12.6 6.9 -3.0
Asia 7.2 -4.5 7.5 13.6 5.3 10.1

of which:
Newly industrializing economies a 3.5 -7.5 5.3 11.6 3.8 7.0
ASEAN-4 b 5.1 -4.0 10.7 12.2 10.7 13.1
China 21.1 0.4 6.3 20.6 3.5 15.5

Memo item:
ASEAN-4 plus Republic of Korea 5.0 -3.5 10.2 18.0 13.7 12.6

Import value Import volume

Region/economic grouping 1997 1998 1999 1997 1998 1999

World 3.5 -0.9 4.0 9.9 4.3 6.0

Developed market-economy countries 2.3 3.1 4.9 9.4 7.7 7.0

of which:
Japan -3.0 -17.2 11.0 1.7 -5.3 9.5
United States 9.4 5.0 12.2 12.1 11.7 11.3
European Union -0.3 5.9 0.8 8.9 8.3 4.2

Transition economies 6.5 -1.8 -11.6 13.7 4.7 -8.8

Developing countries 6.1 -10.2 4.2 10.5 -3.8 5.6

of which:
Africa 5.7 1.2 0.0 10.0 5.2 -2.0
Latin America 18.2 5.0 -3.0 21.4 8.6 -1.0
Middle East 8.1 -3.2 2.6 10.8 -3.8 1.7
Asia 2.2 -18.5 8.9 7.3 -10.6 12.1

of which:
Newly industrializing economies a 3.4 -19.5 7.3 7.4 -10.0 8.2
ASEAN-4 b -2.4 -27.9 7.3 4.9 -23.1 9.2
China 2.4 -1.3 18.2 5.4 2.5 25.7

Memo item:
ASEAN-4 plus Republic of Korea -3.0 -30.9 15.0 3.5 -22.2 16.4

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on statistics of WTO.
a Hong Kong (China), Republic of Korea, Singapore and Taiwan Province of China.
b Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines and Thailand.
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Table 2.2

EXPORTS AND IMPORTS BY REGION AND ECONOMIC GROUPING, 2000:
ESTIMATES BY VARIOUS INSTITUTIONS

(Percentage change over previous year)

Export value Export volume

Region/economic grouping IMF UN IMF OECD UN

World 9.9 . 10.4a 13.3a 10.6

Developed market-economy countries . . 10.2b 12.9 10.2

of which:
Japan . . 9.7c 12.5 8.6
United States . . 8.8c 12.6 10.6d

European Union . . 9.5c 12.6 10.8e

Transition economies . 28.4 f . . 8.3 (15.8 f)

Developing countries 20.4 . 10.3 . 11.9

of which:
Africa 25.6 . 6.6 . 4.7
Latin America 17.9 20.5g 10.8 . 6.4 (4.2g)
Asia 14.0 . 10.9 . .

of which:
East and South Asia . . . . 13.5
China . . . . 21.6

Import value Import volume

Region/economic grouping IMF UN IMF OECD UN

World . . 10.4a 13.3a 10.8

Developed market-economy countries . . 10.4b 12.7 8.8

of which:
Japan . . 6.8c 11.5 6.4
United States . . 13.0c 14.5 13.1d

European Union . . 8.7c 11.0 6.8e

Transition economies . 13.2 f . . 11.8 (17.0 f)

Developing countries 15.1 . 11.2 . 15.7

of which:
Africa 9.0 . 6.2 . 7.1
Latin America 13.9 17.5g 14.4 9.2 (12.3g)
Asia 17.3 . 13.2 . .

of which:
East and South Asia . . . . 15.1
China . . . . 45.3

Source: IMF (2000a); OECD (2000a); UN/DESA-UNCTAD (2001).
a Average of annual percentage change for world exports and imports.
b Including NIEs.
c Including services.
d North America.
e Western Europe.
f ECE (January to September).
g ECLAC.
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faster than those into other developed economies;
on some estimates they expanded by more than
14 per cent in 2000. The continued role of the
United States as a buyer of last resort for the rest
of the world underpinned the strong performance
of world trade in 2000. But import demand also
picked up quite significantly in some of the larger
EU countries, despite the weakness of the euro;
overall import growth for the euro zone is esti-
mated to have exceeded 10 per cent in 2000. Japan,
although failing to match growth in either the
United States or Europe, also had an accelerated
growth in its import volume in 2000, in part due
to a rebound in investment spending, especially
on equipment related to information and commu-
nication technology.

The strong expansion in global import de-
mand in 2000 was accompanied by a correspond-
ingly robust overall global export performance.2

A particularly rapid turnaround was registered in
terms of export volume growth in the Middle East
and in the transition economies. For the latter,
this is partly attributable to the increasingly closer
ties with western Europe (particularly Germany),
where output growth picked up in 2000. The strong
rise in export volume in the Russian Federation
was also due to higher demand for its commodi-
ties, notably oil and metals. Higher export growth
to other regions continued to power recovery in
Asia and in parts of Latin America, aided by cur-
rency depreciations. For Asian economies, an
additional factor was the revival of intraregional
trade, which also contributed to the fast growth
of Chinese exports.3 Similarly, the expansion in
export volume in Mexico owes much to its strong
links to the United States economy. The excep-
tions to this trend are those countries, mainly in

Africa and Latin America, whose exports are
highly concentrated in a small number of non-oil
primary commodities. The problems faced by
these countries have been compounded by stag-
nant or declining world prices.

An acceleration in export volume in 2000 is
also discernible in developed countries, particu-
larly in the euro zone, which benefited from the
competitive edge given by the weakness of the
euro. Double-digit export growth in some of the
larger European economies, such as France and
Germany, is particularly notable. Strong export
growth also helped to revive the Japanese econo-
my in 2000.

The trade imbalances among major economic
regions that had been building up in recent years,
due to significant growth differentials between the
United States and other developed economies and
to the strong dollar, increased further in 2000.
While the United States trade deficit reached a
record high, close to 4 per cent of GDP,4 there
was little change in the overall trade surpluses of
Japan and the European Union despite con-
siderably higher oil import bills. Oil-exporting
developing countries and several transition econo-
mies, notably the Russian Federation, registered
increasing trade surpluses.

For 2001, growth in overall import demand
is expected to be lower than in 2000 owing to the
economic slowdown in the United States and in
some countries which have recently experienced
a rapid recovery. The level of private capital in-
flows is likely to limit increases in the import
capacity of a number of developing countries, par-
ticularly in Latin America.
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In 2000, world non-oil commodity prices re-
covered slightly from sharp declines in 1998 and
1999. Although the overall increase of almost
2 per cent was the first positive growth in five
years (table 2.3), prices remained well below
1996–1997 levels. Faster growth in all the major
economic regions resulted in increases in demand
for a large number of commodities, leading to
lower stock levels and higher prices in some cases.
These increases were sufficient to offset acute
declines in the prices of certain key commodities,
notably coffee, cocoa and rice. The combined ad-
verse effects of the persistent weakening of some
non-oil commodity prices, on the one hand, and
the increase in oil prices, on the other, generated
severe balance-of-payments problems and welfare
losses for oil-importing developing countries
heavily dependent on the production and export
of a few commodities.

Thus, underlying the overall improvement in
prices are sharply divergent trends among vari-
ous commodity groups. The lingering effects of
the decline in demand during 1998–1999 have left
producers and exporters of a number of commodi-
ties – including coffee, cocoa, rice and tropical
logs – with a large stock overhang that needs to
be significantly reduced further before prices can
begin to recover. For some commodities, particu-
larly nickel and zinc, the fall in stocks which began
in late 1999 continued throughout 2000, as a re-
sult of strong demand. Changes in the stock levels
of agricultural commodities, on the other hand,
have been mixed.

Prices of minerals, ores and metals as a group
increased by 12 per cent in 2000 from the low of
the previous year, on account of nickel, copper,
aluminium and tungsten. Nevertheless, prices for

all metals, except nickel, remained below their
1996–1997 average. The marked rebound in prices
of base metals and some other industrial raw ma-
terials is the outcome of strong demand, cutbacks
in production and a reduction in inventories. Alu-
minium prices, which began to recover in 1999
after marked declines in 1998 and early 1999, rose
by 14 per cent in 2000 in spite of large stocks and
rising production. Copper prices increased by
more than 15 per cent because of strong demand,
which reduced the large overhang in inventories
built up during 1997–1999. Nickel prices rose by
44 per cent, following an increase of 30 per cent
in 1999, largely because of strong demand cre-
ated by a rapid growth in steel production. With
demand growth outstripping supply, nickel stocks
declined significantly, falling to their lowest lev-
els in many years. Iron ore and zinc prices have
increased moderately, while tin and phosphate
rock prices remained relatively unchanged. For
the fourth consecutive year, lead prices continued
to fall, owing to large inventories and weak de-
mand.

Changes in the prices of agricultural com-
modities in 2000 showed large variations, re-
flecting significant changes in the balance of
supply and demand as well as changes in stock
levels. Prices of key agricultural products re-
mained weak owing to continued production
increases and large inventories. Continued high
output of commodities such as coffee, cocoa and
rice resulted in a further build-up of stocks and
exerted further downward pressure on prices.
Coffee prices continued to fall sharply in 2000,
after a cumulative decline of 45 per cent over the
two preceding years also due, in part, to weak de-
mand, particularly in Europe and the United
States. But a significant increase in coffee pro-

B.  Non-oil commodity markets
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duction in Viet Nam, which became the world’s
second largest coffee exporter after Brazil, also
contributed to the downward trend in coffee prices.
Despite an increase in demand, cocoa prices
reached a record low in 2000 because of a large
oversupply which led to a further build-up of
stocks. The 7 per cent increase in the price of tea

offset the decline experienced in 1999, and was
due primarily to a reduction in supply volumes,
particularly from Kenya and India.

The 6 per cent rise in food prices in 2000
was the first increase since 1996, reflecting a sharp
recovery in sugar prices, which rose more than

Table 2.3

WORLD PRIMARY COMMODITY PRICES, 1996–2000

(Percentage change over previous year)

Commodity group 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

All commodities a -4.2 0.0 -13.0 -14.2 1.9

Food and tropical beverages 2.1 2.8 -14.3 -18.3 1.0

Tropical beverages -15.2 33.3 -17.3 -20.9 -13.2

Coffee -19.1 54.7 -28.5 -23.2 -16.2
Cocoa 1.2 11.2 3.7 -32.1 -22.2
Tea b … 35.1 4.3 -7.0 6.8

Food 6.8 -3.5 -13.8 -18.1 5.9

Sugar -9.9 -4.9 -21.2 -30.0 30.5
Beef -6.4 4.0 -7.0 6.1 5.7
Maize 25.0 -25.3 -13.4 -5.5 -1.0
Wheat 16.2 -22.6 -19.9 -10.9 3.5
Rice 5.0 -10.7 1.3 -18.6 -18.1
Bananas 7.5 4.3 -3.1 -9.9 -2.3

Vegetable oilseeds and oils -4.2 -0.9 7.1 -23.3 -22.8

Agricultural raw materials -9.9 -10.3 -10.8 -10.3 -1.0

Hides and skins -23.7 -19.8 -22.7 -27.6 73.8
Cotton -14.8 -8.9 -8.3 -22.9 3.5
Tobacco 15.6 15.6 -5.5 -7.0 -3.4
Rubber -11.9 -28.3 -29.8 -12.6 7.9
Tropical logs -20.1 -5.5 -1.2 -7.2 -4.3

Minerals, ores and metals -12.1 0.0 -16.0 -1.8 12.0

Aluminium -16.6 6.2 -15.1 0.3 13.8
Phosphate rock 8.6 7.9 2.4 4.6 0.2
Iron ore 6.0 1.1 2.8 -9.2 2.6
Tin -0.8 -8.4 -1.9 -2.5 0.6
Copper -21.8 -0.8 -27.3 -4.9 15.3
Nickel -8.8 -7.6 -33.2 29.8 43.7
Tungsten ore -17.9 -9.3 -6.4 -9.3 12.1
Lead 22.7 -19.4 -15.3 -5.0 -9.7
Zinc -0.6 28.4 -22.2 5.1 4.8

Source: UNCTAD, Monthly Commodity Price Bulletin, various issues.
a Excluding crude petroleum.
b New series, with data starting in 1996.
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expected because of a large drawdown in stocks.
Wheat prices recovered slightly but remained well
below their 1996 levels, while rice prices fell by
about 18 per cent. Surplus production capacities
in major exporting countries have led to depressed
price levels of rice over the past few years. Veg-
etable oilseeds and oils also remained depressed,
dropping by 23 per cent in 2000 following a fall
of similar magnitude in 1999.

For 2001, changes in the prices of non-oil
commodities will continue to be mixed among
individual commodities and commodity groups.
On the whole, most commodity markets can be
expected to remain weak; short-term prospects are
clouded by considerable uncertainties associated
with the performance of the United States econo-
my and the impact of a slowdown there on the
rest of the world.

C.  Recent developments and emerging trends in oil markets

1. Prices, supply and demand

The annual average price of crude oil in-
creased by 58 per cent to $27.6 a barrel in 2000,
the highest level since 1985, and monthly aver-
age oil prices reached a peak of $31.5 a barrel in
September 20005 (chart 2.1). Throughout 1998 and
early 1999 oil prices had fallen, hitting a low of
about $10 a barrel, due largely to the Asian eco-
nomic crisis, which had greatly reduced global oil
demand.6 In an effort to reverse the price decline,
members of the Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) and some non-OPEC
oil exporters (Mexico, Norway, Oman and the
Russian Federation) jointly cut oil production by
over 2 million barrels per day (bpd) in April 1999.
The implementation of these supply cutbacks
coincided with a revival of demand associated
with economic recovery in East Asia and contin-
ued high rates of growth in the United States. The
overall outcome was a large drawdown in world
oil stocks, while prices tripled from February 1999
to February 2000.

As the price hikes began to be felt in many
oil-importing countries, OPEC increased its pro-
duction quota by 1.7 million bpd in April 2000

and informally adopted a production scheme
aimed at keeping the oil price per barrel within
the $22–28 range (see TDR 2000, chap. III, sect. C).
Thus, as prices rose above the $28 limit, OPEC

Chart 2.1

MONTHLY AVERAGE SPOT PRICES OF
OPEC CRUDE OILS, 1998–2000

(Dollars per barrel)

Source: OPEC, Monthly Oil Market Report, various issues.
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raised its production target in July and October
by a total of 3.2 million bpd. Prices reached a peak
in September and again in November 2000, as
traders continued to worry about the decline in
stocks of crude oil, particularly in the United States.
However, prices dropped sharply in December
2000, to their lowest level in eight months. Fears
of a collapse in prices replaced concerns over high
prices. In an effort to prevent a price slide below
its target price band amid concerns of slowing oil
demand growth, particularly in the United States,
OPEC cut production quotas of members, on a pro
rata basis, by 1.5 million bpd as of February 2001.

2. Impact of the increase in oil prices

It is commonly believed that higher oil prices
depress global economic activity. The negative
real income effect of an oil price hike is consid-
ered similar to a tax or levy on the real income of
private households and companies in oil-import-
ing countries, reducing global demand. However,
this view takes into account only the negative ef-
fects on consumers in the western world, ignoring
the positive effect on oil producers. Any rise in
the price of oil which is not fully compensated by
a fall in the quantity traded brings about a re-
distribution of real income from consumers to
producers. This redistribution is likely to change
the structure of demand for goods on the world
market but does not necessarily reduce aggregate
global demand and activity.

In any event, even the direct impact of the
recent oil price increase on the industrialized oil-
importing countries has been much less severe
than the increases in 1973 and 1979–1980 for
various reasons. Economic activity in the indus-
trialized countries is much less oil-intensive than
it was 20 or 30 years ago, and despite the recent
sharp increase in nominal terms, oil prices are still
relatively low in real terms, with the average real
price of a barrel of oil in 2000 being about one
third of that in 1980, and 20 per cent lower than
in 1974 (chart 2.2). The importance of oil in trade
has thus declined considerably in the past two
decades, and so has the potential impact of oil
prices on inflation in the industrialized countries.
Since February 1999, in spite of a nearly three-

fold increase in crude oil prices, end-use prices in
most industrialized countries increased by only
about 30 per cent, causing a rise in the overall
consumer price index in the order of 0.5 percent-
age points in both 1999 and 2000 (OECD, 2000a,
tables I.8 and I.9).

Nevertheless, the oil price increases in 2000
sparked a wide-ranging debate in major oil-
consuming countries on issues relating to oil prices,
oil taxation and oil security. The United States
Government decided to release some of its stra-
tegic reserves, normally earmarked for major
emergencies. And some European Governments
granted compensation to certain groups, in re-
sponse to a consumer rebellion against high pump
prices. Oil-exporting countries, particularly mem-
bers of OPEC, have often been held responsible
for allegedly high prices of petrol and heating oil.

Chart 2.2

REAL OIL PRICES, 1974–2000

(Dollars per barrela)

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on data from
BP Amoco, Statistical Review of World Energy 2000,
and United States Department of Labor (www.stls.frb.
org/fred/data/cpi).

a Prices in current dollars have been deflated by the
United States consumer price index with the base
year 2000.
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However, consumer prices have risen even dur-
ing periods of declining prices for crude oil,
mainly because of the impact of taxation of fuel
consumption in the industrialized countries, par-
ticularly in Europe (table 2.4). Gasoline taxes in
the EU, for example, on average amount to some
68 per cent of the final price, with the remaining
32 per cent equally distributed between industry
margin (i.e. refiners and traders) and oil-exporting
countries. In 1999, fuel taxes yielded a revenue
of nearly $358 billion in the G-7 countries, an
amount almost double that earned by OPEC mem-
bers from their exports of crude oil.

For the developed countries, rising oil prices
in 1999 and 2000 represented an additional im-
port cost of less than 0.5 per cent of GDP, but they
also encouraged higher exports to oil-producing
countries. Given their different export structure,
oil-importing developing countries typically re-
ceive much less benefits from any additional
demand from oil exporters. As oil use per unit of
output is higher in developing than in developed
countries, the overall impact of the oil price rise
since 1999 has been much more severe in the
former.

Indeed, for many developing countries the
impact was stronger than that of the oil-price rises
in the 1970s and early 1980s as their efforts to
industrialize and build their manufacturing in-
dustries have increased their dependence on
modern fuels; their use of motor vehicles has also
increased considerably. As a result, they have be-
come more oil-intensive over time, using almost
twice as much oil as developed countries per unit
of output. According to one recent estimate, the
implied terms-of-trade loss due to the recent price
rise in oil has amounted to 1.4–2.0 per cent of GDP
for countries in South-East Asia, around 1 per cent
for India and South Africa, and 0.5 per cent for
Brazil (OECD, 2000a: 15).

Oil import bills of the oil-importing devel-
oping countries rose by about $21 billion in 1999
and by another $43 billion in 2000 (table 2.5). As
oil generally accounts for a large share of their
total imports, their current-account balance dete-
riorated considerably, by more than 1 per cent of
GDP in 2000 alone. Such an effect is likely to have
severe consequences for growth and living stand-
ards in many instances. For the oil-importing
countries of Africa, many of which are LDCs, the

Table 2.4

G-7 COUNTRIES: AVERAGE PUMP PRICES OF GASOLINEa AND
REVENUES FROM TAXES ON OIL PRODUCTSb

Revenue from taxes
Price Tax Taxes on oil products, 1999

(Percentage
Country ($ per litre) of total price) ($ billion)

United Kingdom 1.15 0.85 73.7 59.6

Japan 1.02 0.55 53.6 79.0

Italy 0.96 0.61 63.4 47.9

France 0.94 0.64 68.0 53.2

Germany 0.90 0.61 67.4 58.2

Canada 0.49 0.42 40.8 14.8

United States 0.41 0.10 24.8 95.7

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on International Energy Agency, Monthly Market Report, 11 December 2000.
a Average prices in November 2000.
b 1999.
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combined increase in the oil import bill over the
past two years amounted to about $6 billion,
or 2 per cent of their GDP. Given their external
financing constraints and inability to achieve
offsetting export growth, many of them were
forced to reduce their imports of other goods.

On the other hand, the hike in oil prices has
alleviated balance-of-payments and budget con-
straints in many of the oil-exporting developing
countries that had suffered severe terms-of-trade
losses in 1998. The oil export revenues of OPEC
members doubled from 1998 to 2000, reaching
their highest level since 1981.

3. Prospects

The outlook for oil prices depends to a large
extent on the production policies of OPEC. With
the exception of Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and the
United Arab Emirates, whose combined spare
production capacity is estimated to be about

3–4 million bpd, all other countries have been
producing at full capacity. The major market un-
certainty relates to oil exports from Iraq. On the
demand side, a key determinant will be GDP
growth and energy policies in the major indus-
trial countries. Over the next 12 months, world
demand for oil is expected to ease, depending on
the extent of the slowdown in the United States
and its impact on world economic activity. Oil
stocks have increased but remain at relatively low
levels, and this will continue to contribute to mar-
ket fragility and price volatility. However, in the
absence of any serious disruptions in supply, av-
erage oil prices in 2001 may fall to below $20 a
barrel.

Over the medium to long term, oil prices will
largely be determined by the development of new
production capacities and alternative energies.
Apart from providing 40 per cent of global oil
supplies, OPEC members account for some 78 per
cent of the world’s proven crude oil reserves. Most
of these known reserves are characterized by low
development and operating costs and can be ex-
ploited fairly rapidly.

Investment in exploration and production has
generally increased in response to the rise in
prices, but the bulk of any new production capac-
ity will not come on-stream until after 2001. In
particular, international oil companies and other
independent producers have been investing in new
oil exploration and development ventures which
are likely to increase non-OPEC supply capacity
substantially. Production increases are expected
not only from the Russian Federation and the Cen-
tral Asian oil exporters, but also from countries
in Latin America, Africa and the Middle East.
Moreover, technological advances have reduced
the cost of exploration and production by nearly
one half over the past decade, and have also made
it possible for oil companies to explore in new
frontier areas, particularly offshore, and to dis-
cover oil more easily than ever before. On the
other hand, the recent increase in oil prices has,
once again, renewed interest in energy conserva-
tion, alternative sources of energy and new fuel
technologies, such as hybrid engines and hydro-
gen fuel-cells, so that oil, while remaining a major
source of energy, may lose further in importance
for economic activity.

Table 2.5

OIL IMPORT BILLS OF OIL-IMPORTING
COUNTRIES, 1998–2000

(Billions of dollars)

Country/region 1998 1999 2000

United States 47.3 67.2 106.3

Japan 23.5 34.0 53.6

Western Europe 45.2 63.3 99.5

Central Europe 5.0 7.2 11.4

Developing countries 52.1 72.8 116.1

Africa 5.0 7.0 11.0
Asia 41.6 58.3 91.6

Latin America 5.5 8.5 13.5

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations.
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In its discussion of developments in interna-
tional financial markets during the early part of
2000, TDR 2000 noted the especially high level
of uncertainty attaching to any prognosis. The
second half of the year was indeed marked by cri-
ses and financial support packages for Argentina
(box 2.1) and Turkey (box 2.2), as well as by
movements of financial indicators, such as in-
creases in yield spreads on the international bonds
of some developing countries, pointing to percep-
tions of increased risk. But elsewhere in emerging
markets, shifts in monetary conditions and pres-
sures on exchange rates were generally more
gradual or largely absent (except during brief
periods of political unrest in some countries).
However, the year was also notable for sharp falls
in equity prices.

In Asia there have been few major changes
since early 2000 in exchange-rate policy or re-
gimes of exchange control, but in Latin America
there has been a trend towards full dollarization.
The range of currency regimes in developing and
transition economies thus continues to span the
spectrum from rigid pegs (in Argentina and Hong
Kong (China)) and outright dollarization (in Ec-
uador and El Salvador) to various types of floating.
Several countries have adopted freer floats since
1997, while in some cases retaining the discre-
tion to intervene in the market for their currencies
in certain circumstances, such as to maintain or-
derly conditions or to avoid sudden depreciations
or appreciations.7 Venezuela has maintained its
moving band under which the spot rate for the
dollar is allowed to fluctuate within a range of
7.5 per cent on either side of an adjustable central
rate. Malaysia has maintained a fixed exchange

rate of the ringgit with the dollar since September
1998. In Indonesia in January 2001, in order to
reduce volatility of the rupiah and given the dan-
ger of further destabilization of a still vulnerable
financial sector, the Government introduced a
package of restrictions on selected capital trans-
actions with non-residents (foreign persons and
firms and Indonesian entities abroad), which took
the form of ceilings on derivatives transactions,
and of prohibition on borrowing, lending and in-
vestment, likely to affect the exchange rate.

Ecuador adopted a scheme of dollarization
in March 2000, and El Salvador in January 2001.
In Ecuador, the dollar became legal tender, but
the national currency (fully backed by dollars)
remained in circulation to facilitate small trans-
actions. A major objective of such a step is to bring
interest rates down towards United States levels.
However, this process may be slowed by increased
credit and political risk stemming from price
changes associated with adjustments to the ex-
change rate at which dollars are substituted for
the national currency and by associated disrup-
tions of output and employment. So far, short-term
interest rates in Ecuador have fallen substantially,
but those with longer maturities remain greatly in
excess of dollar rates.

Amongst major financial indicators there was
a dramatic change of direction during 2000 in
indices of equity prices in emerging markets
(chart 2.3). After rises of more than 50 per cent in
indices for all major regions in 1999, there were
sharp falls in 2000, the decline being largest in
Asia. While these declines were partly fuelled by
increased economic uncertainty and a less favour-

D.  Currency markets and selected financial indicators
in emerging markets
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Box 2.1

EXTERNAL SHOCKS, ADJUSTMENT AND CRISIS IN ARGENTINA

Despite substantial efforts by the new Government to implement an economic programme an-
nounced in December 1999 and supported by an IMF stand-by credit, economic performance in
2000 was disappointing, as the economy failed to recover from the recession caused by a fallout
from the Russian default.

Since the adoption of the Convertibility Law in 1991, the peso has traded at parity with the United
States dollar, supported by a currency board. This, of course, precluded the use of exchange rate or
monetary policy to offset dollar appreciation or higher United States interest rates, so that the only
possible adjustment was through a deflationary process to improve competitiveness. This adjust-
ment affected the attainment of economic policy goals in different ways. On the one hand, defla-
tion produced a real depreciation of around 10 per cent in 2000 in the effective exchange rate
(when measured in terms of relative unit labour costs). Together with higher prices of energy
(which represents over 10 per cent of the country’s merchandise exports) and the slow growth of
imports due to recession, this has resulted in a marked swing in the trade balance, from a deficit in
1999 to a surplus in 2000. On the other hand, however, tax yields were sharply reduced and the
fiscal deficit failed to improve. Moreover, the rate of unemployment, which before the downturn in
1998 had fallen to below 13 per cent, resumed its rise, exceeding 14 per cent. Although the net
financing requirement of the Government fell in 2000, its net external borrowing increased some-
what.

The improving trade performance and the IMF stand-by credit failed to contain yield spreads,
which rose sharply in May and remained at 650–700 basis points until August as markets, became
concerned about the deteriorating social climate produced by the renewed economic slowdown
and its impact on public finances. There was also concern about the effects of a further tightening
of interest rates in the United States. The Government was, nonetheless, able to implement its
external financing plan: by early September it had raised over $14.5 billion, more than 80 per cent
of the gross financing required for 2000. However, the increase in interest rates charged to prime
borrowers, from about 9 per cent to a peak of nearly 20 per cent in November, contributed to a
further slowing of economic activity.

In October and November, political instability created turbulence in capital markets, and by the
end of the latter month yield spreads rose to nearly 900 basis points and total international reserves
fell by about $3 billion.1 In order to prevent an additional drain on reserves, the Central Bank
decided to limit commercial banks’ use of short-term Treasury paper (Letes) as collateral for their
pases activos.2 It also drew on its stand-by arrangement with the Fund.

At the same time, the Government launched a revised economic plan and approached IMF to raise
its financing commitment. In the package announced in January 2001, the Fund increased Argen-
tina’s existing stand-by credit to $13.7 billion, corresponding to 500 per cent of the country’s
quota (about $3 billion of which is to be provided under the Supplemental Reserve Facility).3 The
World Bank and the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) promised new loans of about $4.8 bil-
lion over two years, and the Spanish Government contributed $1 billion. Disbursements from these
multilateral and bilateral sources are expected to cover about one third of the Government’s esti-
mated gross financing requirements of some $30 billion in 2001. The remainder will be financed
by agreements with local banks through rollover of maturing bonds and new issues and through
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expected purchases of bonds by local pension funds. The Government is also planning other place-
ments in international capital markets.

Basing itself on the experience of similar agreements with IMF made by Thailand, Indonesia and
the Republic of Korea, where targeted reductions in fiscal deficits had to be revised in conditions
of recession, the Argentine letter of intent provides for an increase in the deficit to 2.2 per cent of
GDP in order to avoid a fiscal contraction in the early stages of recovery. This figure includes the
cost of measures to stimulate investment, some additional spending on temporary public employ-
ment programmes, and other social spending aimed at mitigating economic hardship for the most
vulnerable groups. Federal primary spending is, nonetheless, expected to decline in 2001 by 0.5 per
cent of GDP from the previous year’s level, and the primary surplus to rise to 1.7 per cent GDP
(from 1 per cent in 2000). The overall deficit is to be eliminated by 2005, and fiscal consolidation
to be extended to provincial governments. The ratio of public debt to GDP is programmed to
decline from 2003 onwards. This implies a freeze on non-interest nominal federal expenditure at
the 2000 level and likewise on expenditure by those provincial governments that are in deficit. In
addition, IMF conditionality relates to reform of fiscal administration, social security, industrial
and competition policy, trade policy, the financial sector, and corporate governance.

Following the implementation of the new package, which coincided with a fall in United States
interest rates and depreciation of the dollar, equity prices recovered, and Argentina has been able
to raise new funds in the international market.4 Current global conditions could enable Argentina
to emerge from the vicious circle in which the need to increase the external surplus requires lower
wages and prices, thus reducing tax yields and undermining the target of a lower fiscal balance.
Lower interest rates should enable the interest costs of the debt – and thus the fiscal deficit – to be
reduced without cutting expenditures, while a cheaper dollar would help boost exports without the
need for lowering wages and prices.

Nevertheless, since there is an outstanding debt of $120 billion, equivalent to 350 per cent of the
country’s annual export earnings, and since two thirds of foreign exchange receipts are absorbed
by debt service, the downside risks should not be underestimated, particularly if there is a loss of
investor confidence in emerging markets.

1 The figure refers to reserve holdings of the Central Bank plus deposits held by the financial system
abroad.

2 These are repurchase agreements which the Central Bank uses to provide liquidity to the banking sys-
tem because under the Convertibility Law, it cannot rediscount commercial bank assets.

3 Argentina received about $3 billion immediately, with three additional drawings of about $1.3 billion
each programmed for the remainder of 2001 following the continuous review process. About $4 billion
will be available in 2002 and $1 billion in 2003.

4 In February 2001 the Government launched a 500 million euro-bond issue with a maturity of six years
and an interest rate of 10 per cent, representing a 550 basis-point spread over German and French
government issues. It also completed a debt swap of $3 million short-term debt for a new five-year
treasury note and a new 11-year global bond, with another one announced for before the end of the first
quarter.

Box 2.1 (concluded)
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Box 2.2

STABILIZATION AND CRISIS IN TURKEY

The recent Turkish crisis has a number of features common to crises in emerging-market econo-
mies that implement exchange-rate-based stabilization programmes. Such programmes typically
use the exchange rate as an anchor for inflationary expectations, often relying on capital inflows
attracted by arbitrage opportunities to finance growing external deficits, with a resulting apprecia-
tion of the currency. The consequent build-up of external financial vulnerability eventually gives
rise to a rapid exit of capital, leading to overshooting of the exchange rate in the opposite direction
and/or hikes in interest rates. Through such a boom-bust financial cycle, some countries (e.g. Mexico
and Brazil) have succeeded in overcoming their chronic price instability and avoiding a return of
rapid inflation, despite the collapse of their currencies and the external adjustment necessitated by
the crisis. The Turkish programme initially followed a similar path, but ran into difficulties at a
much earlier stage of the disinflation process, causing it to abandon the peg and casting doubts on
its chances of success. The difficulties arose largely because the programme was launched in a
climate of structural problems and fragilities on many different fronts, notably in the public fi-
nances and the banking sector.

Following chronic inflation since the mid-1980s averaging an annual 70 per cent, the Government
launched a stabilization programme in December 1999 supported by an IMF stand-by credit, with
the aim of bringing the rate of inflation down to 25 per cent by the end of 2000 and to the single-
digit level by the end of 2002. The programme was adopted after a poor economic performance in
1999, when GNP fell by 6 per cent, partly due to devastating earthquakes and the fallout from the
Russian crisis. Furthermore, there were large public sector deficits (an operational deficit of 14 per
cent of GNP for the consolidated public accounts), mainly on account of mounting interest pay-
ments on government debt and the losses of public enterprises. The banking sector was also highly
fragile and largely dependent for its earnings on high-yielding T-bills associated with rapid infla-
tion. Financial markets were consequently highly vulnerable to disinflation, and there emerged an
inconsistency in policy since much of the fiscal adjustment was predicated on declines in the very
nominal and real interest rates on which many banks depended for their viability. By contrast, the
external account was almost in balance. The Central Bank of Turkey (CBOT) was effectively fol-
lowing a policy of an adjustable peg designed to prevent a significant real appreciation of the lira.

The stabilization programme was based on a preannounced crawling peg. The exchange rate tar-
gets were set in terms of a basket made up of the dollar and the euro, with greater weight accorded
to the former. The value of the basket in lira was set to increase by 20 per cent for the year 2000 as
a whole (equal to the target rate for wholesale price inflation), at declining monthly rates. July
2001 was set as the date for exit from the preannounced crawling peg to more flexible rates within
a band. The programme also provided for a “quasi-currency board” (whereby money-printing against
domestic assets was precluded), as well as for targets for primary budget surpluses. As the CBOT
was committed not to engage in sterilization, macroeconomic equilibrium was to be attained mainly
through changes in interest rates: if capital inflows fell short of the current-account deficit, liquid-
ity would be withdrawn from the economy and interest rates would rise, thus restoring external
equilibrium by attracting more capital inflows, on the one hand, and by restraining domestic de-
mand and imports, on the other.

In the event, during the first 11 months the targets for the nominal exchange rate, net domestic
assets, and primary budget deficits were attained, but prices proved to be stickier than expected;
annual inflation had come down only to some 40 per cent at the end of 2000, from an average of
65 per cent in 1999. The consequent real appreciation of the currency was aggravated by the rise of
the dollar against the euro. Interest rates fell significantly faster than the rate of inflation, even
though they were highly volatile: annualized rates on 3-month T-bills averaged less than 40 per
cent in January–November 2000, compared to over 100 per cent in 1999. Despite fiscal tightening,
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the economy made a sharp recovery, growing over 6 per cent for the year 2000 as a whole. To-
gether with the appreciation of the currency and a rising oil import bill, this led to a doubling of the
trade deficit, to an estimated $20 billion, and pushed the current-account deficit to an unprec-
edented 5 per cent of GNP.

Even though real interest rates fell sharply during the year, there were considerable arbitrage op-
portunities for foreign capital, since the nominal depreciation of the currency fell far short of the
differentials with foreign interest rates. Consequently, until the crisis broke out in November, pri-
vate capital inflows and large-scale foreign borrowing by the Treasury were more than sufficient to
meet the growing current-account deficit, resulting in increases in reserves and an expansion of
domestic liquidity. The latter, together with the shift in government borrowing from domestic to
international markets, helped to lower interest rates, thereby supporting aggregate demand.

As in most emerging-market crises, it is difficult to identify a single event behind the collapse of
confidence and flight from domestic assets that occurred in November 2000. Probably the most
important factors included: disappointing inflation results for October; unexpectedly high monthly
trade deficits; political difficulties encountered in privatization; worsening relations with the EU;
the economic situation in Argentina; and disclosure of irregularities in the banking system and a
criminal investigation into several banks taken over by the Deposit Insurance Fund. There may
also have been a rush to liquidity due to competitive manoeuvring among some private banks.
However, quite apart from all this, the programme had clearly run into the familiar problems of
exchange-rate-based stabilization that relies on short-term arbitrage flows. As confidence eroded,
foreign creditors refused to roll over their contracts with local banks. For their part, the banks sold
liras in an effort to reduce their end-of-year open foreign exchange positions. The exit from the lira
created difficulties for banks relying on foreign funds and resulted in a liquidity crunch and a hike
in interest rates by draining international reserves. Banks carrying large T-bill portfolios with
funds borrowed in overnight markets suffered significant losses and bid for funds in the interbank
market, at the same time unloading large amounts of government paper. Within a few days stock
prices plummeted and overnight rates reached three-digit levels. The CBOT faced the classical
dilemma posed by loss of confidence under currency-board regimes: either to defend the monetary
rule and, ultimately, the currency peg, at the expense of a deeper financial crisis, or to act as a
lender of last resort and rescue the financial system by injecting liquidity over and above its net
domestic asset targets. After some hesitation it started supplying liquidity to troubled banks. But
this only served to accelerate the erosion of international reserves as the sale of liras on the foreign
exchange market accelerated.

Within a few days the CBOT reversed its policy and – evidently after consultations with, and
securing commitments from, the IMF – reinstated the currency-board rule, with a new ceiling on
domestic assets. As liquidity injection was discontinued and reserves were still sufficient to meet
short-term external liabilities, capital outflows stopped, but interest rates shot up, overnight rates
reaching four-digit levels. At the beginning of December a new agreement was reached with the
IMF, including a financial package of some $10.5 billion. The Government undertook fresh com-
mitments, including further spending cuts and tax increases, dismantling of agricultural support
policies, liberalization of key goods and services markets, financial sector restructuring and priva-
tization. It also extended guarantees for foreign creditors, as well as for all depositors at local
banks, in order to help restore confidence in the banking system.

Although reserves and interest rates were stabilized, it became increasingly clear that the pro-
gramme was not viable. Inflation remained above the monthly rates of depreciation of the currency
vis-à-vis the basket, leading to further appreciation of the currency. Interest rates stayed very high,
at some 65 per cent on the newly issued T-bills, as lira assets continued to be viewed as highly risky,
and the economy went into contraction. The last straw was a political skirmish in February 2001, at

Box 2.2 (continued)
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able macroeconomic outlook, they also reflected
a recent strengthening of the links between equity
prices in emerging markets and those in major
developed countries. This was evident, for example,
in increased daily correlations between emerging-
market indices and the NASDAQ index (see IIF,
2001; Mathieson, Schinasi et al., 2000, box 3.3). In
part, this is a response to the growing importance
in emerging stock markets of firms belonging to
the technology, media and telecommunications
sector: from the end of 1995 to the end of 2000
the share in equity indices of such firms increased
from 18 per cent to 32 per cent in Latin America,
and from below 15 per cent to more than 23 per
cent in Asia.8 But the correlations are probably
also due to a growing tendency amongst interna-
tional investors to associate emerging-market
equities as a class more closely with high-risk seg-
ments of developed-country markets.

In Asian emerging-market economies there
has generally been little change in monetary con-
ditions (see chart 2.4 for selected countries). The
main exceptions were Indonesia, where conditions
tightened slightly throughout 2000, and the Phil-
ippines, where they tightened in the last quarter,
partly in response to political uncertainty. Several
countries in the region experienced currency depre-

ciations in 2000: these varied from minor move-
ments (Singapore and Taiwan Province of China)
to relatively large declines (15 per cent in Thailand,
24 per cent in the Philippines, and 38 per cent in
Indonesia). Movements of real effective exchange
rates were smaller, and the indices for the great
majority of Asian emerging-market countries re-
main below their levels of early 1997.9

In Latin American emerging markets, mon-
etary conditions were subject to greater variation.
The sharp tightening in Argentina in response to
its financial crisis is described in box 2.1. A number
of other countries (Brazil, Chile, Colombia and
Mexico) have adopted inflation targets as a ma-
jor element in determining their monetary policy
(JP Morgan, 2000b: 19–22.), though the defini-
tion of the target varies and, thus, the relation be-
tween the monetary stance and the current rate of
inflation. In Brazil and Chile monetary conditions
tended to ease during 2000, while in Colombia
gradual tightening was followed by stabilization,
and in Mexico short-term rates of interest were
subject to substantial fluctuation (chart 2.4). In
Venezuela interest rates drifted for much of the
year and subsequently decreased, and in Peru the
overall direction was also towards greater ease,
though this movement was subject to interruptions,

the time of writing this report, which triggered a massive outflow of capital, forcing the Govern-
ment to abandon the currency peg and move to floating, again with the support of the Bretton
Woods institutions. Within a few days the currency lost about one third of its value against the
dollar and overnight rates reached four-digit figures.

The Government declared its intention of continuing to implement the stabilization programme,
targeting directly the inflation rate. This would effectively mean a return to traditional stabilization
policies, the success of which would depend in large part on macroeconomic tightening. The com-
bination of fiscal tightening, interest rate hikes and the collapse of the currency could push the
economy into a deep recession, in much the same way as in the Republic of Korea. However, the
burden placed on the poor may become politically unacceptable, particularly since it would be
coming on top of a highly unequal income distribution and falling living standards. If inflation is
not rapidly reduced and growth restored with the help of exports and official aid, it may prove very
difficult to persist with tight macroeconomic policies. Under such circumstances inflation may
come back with greater force.

Box 2.2 (concluded)
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Chart 2.3

EQUITY PRICE INDICES OF SELECTED EMERGING-MARKET ECONOMIES,
JANUARY 1999 TO JANUARY 2001

(January 1999 = 100; local currency terms)

Source: Primark Datastream.
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Chart 2.4

EXCHANGE RATES AND MONEY-MARKET RATES IN SELECTED
EMERGING-MARKET ECONOMIES, JULY 1999 TO JANUARY 2001
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Chart 2.4 (concluded)

EXCHANGE RATES AND MONEY-MARKET RATES IN SELECTED
EMERGING-MARKET ECONOMIES, JULY 1999 TO JANUARY 2001

Source: Primark Datastream; JP Morgan, Global Data Watch, various issues.
Note: Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Republic of Korea, Singapore, Taiwan Province of China,

Thailand, Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland: three-month domestic money-market rates or nearest equivalent;
Venezuela: average lending middle rate; South Africa: discount three-month middle rate; Turkey: three-month Treasury
bill rate.
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for example, owing to political unrest in the third
quarter. The spot exchange rates of Latin Ameri-
can emerging-market countries generally re-
mained fairly stable, Brazil and Chile experienc-
ing small depreciations and Colombia a larger one.
Movements of real effective exchange rates were
more marked, generally in the direction of appre-
ciation. Since 1997, relative competitiveness as
measured by this indicator has improved some-
what in Brazil and Peru, but declined in Argen-
tina, Chile and Mexico.

Turkey was struck by a financial crisis in the
final quarter of 2000, as creditors’ confidence broke
down in an exchange-rate-based stabilization
programme that relied heavily on capital inflows
(box 2.2). In other emerging-market economies,

exchange rates and interest rates were mostly sub-
ject to only small movements (chart 2.4). The prin-
cipal exception was South Africa, where the ex-
change rate came under attack in late 2000, a year
during which the rand depreciated more than
20 per cent. In Hungary, monetary conditions
tightened late in 2000, and in Poland monetary
policy loosened at the end of the year after earlier
tightening, while conditions changed little in the
Czech Republic. The currencies of the three lat-
ter countries depreciated slightly during part of
the year but strengthened subsequently. Their real
effective exchange rates appreciated, with the rise
for Poland being more than 10 per cent. The
longer-term movements have also tended towards
appreciation since 1997, though for Hungary the
change has been minimal.

E.  Private capital flows to emerging-market economies

The uncertainty surrounding the forecasts in
early 2000 of private capital flows to emerging
markets proved to be justified: during the second
part of the year there were substantial downward
revisions of both provisional estimates of such fi-
nancing and of new forecasts. Provisional figures
for 2000 still point either to little change or to a
fall from 1999 levels. The outlook for 2001 is
again highly uncertain, owing partly to the diffi-
culty in forecasting the impact on financial flows
of slowing economic growth in major industrial
countries, particularly the United States (see chap-
ter I, section A), and partly to the awareness that
links and fault lines in the new global network of
financial markets are not fully understood and thus
hard to identify in advance.

1. Developments in 2000

Of the two sets of estimates in table 2.6, one
shows a small rise in net private external financ-
ing for developing and transition economies and
the other a sharp decline.10 Since both series are
provisional, they may yet be substantially revised.
Nonetheless, they are indicative of the continu-
ing shortfall of such financing in comparison with
the levels achieved in 1996–1997. The totals re-
flect considerable regional divergences. The IMF
estimates show substantial declines for Asia, the
Middle East and Europe, a slight recovery for
Latin America, and little change for Africa. If al-
lowance is made for the effect of outflows due to
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Table 2.6

NET CAPITAL FLOWS TO DEVELOPING AND TRANSITION ECONOMIES, 1997–2000:
ESTIMATES OF THE INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE AND THE IMF

(Billions of dollars)

Type of flow/region 1997 1998 1999 2000

Estimates of the Institute for International Finance

Net private capital inflows

Total 269 139 148 154

by category:

Private creditors
Commercial banks 44 -54 -43 -16
Non-bank private creditors 84 59 28 20

Equity investment
Direct equity 116 119 146 128
Portfolio equity 25 15 18 22

by region:

Africa/Middle East 15 6 10 7
Asia/Pacific 73 -1 31 49
Europe 74 56 36 30
Latin America 107 99 71 68

Memo item:
Resident lending/other, net a

Total -197 -147 -125 -127
Africa/Middle East -4 1 -5 -6
Asia/Pacific -105 -73 -60 -73
Europe -56 -26 -25 -27
Latin America -33 -49 -36 -20

Estimates of the International Monetary Fund

Net private capital inflows

Total 115 66 67 36

Net direct investment 141 152 155 142
Net portfolio investment 39 0 5 17
Other net flows b -66 -86 -92 -123

Africa 12 7 10 9

Net direct investment 8 7 9 8
Net portfolio investment 7 7 9 5
Other net flows b -3 -6 -7 -4

Asia 7 -41 2 -18

Net direct investment 55 60 54 48
Net portfolio investment 8 -15 4 5
Other net flows b -57 -85 -56 -71

Middle East and Europe 23 10 1 -18

Net direct investment 7 8 5 8
Net portfolio investment -6 -17 -10 -7
Other net flows b 21 19 6 -20

Western hemisphere 68 62 40 48

Net direct investment 53 57 65 57
Net portfolio investment 19 20 9 6
Other net flows b -5 -15 -34 -15

Transition economies 6 28 13 16

New direct investment 17 20 21 22
Net portfolio investment 11 6 -7 8
Other net flows b -22 2 0 -14

Source: IIF (2001); IMF (2000a).
a For explanation of this term, see note 10.
b Other net flows comprises other long-term net investment flows, including official and private borrowing.
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net lending by residents and selected other adjust-
ments to the estimated net private flows, the
regional pattern for 2000 displayed by the IIF fig-
ures is not dissimilar, with some recovery in Latin
America, little change in Africa, a decline in Eu-
rope and continuing net outflows for Asia.

A major factor in the decline in net private
financial flows to developing and transition econo-
mies since 1997 has been the contraction of bank
lending. Since 1998, repayments to banks have
tended to exceed new loans, and the total expo-
sure of BIS-reporting banks to these economies
has decreased by more than $150 billion since
1997 (table 2.7). The contraction in lending of
BIS-reporting banks slowed in the first two quar-
ters of 2000. It reflected primarily developments
in East and South Asia, net repayments by which

were responsible for a larger part of the decline in
net total lending to developing and transition
economies in 1999.

Elsewhere, experience in the first half of 2000
was varied. The decrease in banks’ exposure to
Eastern Europe was strongly influenced by the fig-
ure for the Russian Federation. In Latin America,
much of the rise was due to lending to Mexico,
much of which was associated with the financing
of Spanish banks’ purchases of Mexican finan-
cial firms (BIS, 2000a: 19). The growth in BIS-
reporting banks’ claims on Africa was relatively
little affected by the financial crises of the 1990s.
Although exposure to certain countries such as
Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia has increased signifi-
cantly in recent years, the total borrowing of the
region nonetheless remains relatively small.

Table 2.7

EXTERNAL ASSETS OF BANKS IN THE BIS REPORTINGa AREA VIS-À-VIS
DEVELOPING AND TRANSITION ECONOMIES, 1997–2000

Stock
1997 1998 1999 2000b (end-June 2000)

Percentage rates of increasec $ billion

Totald 8.6 -7.7 -8.5 0.4 884

of which in:

Latin America 11.3 -2.8 -5.6 2.7 288

Africa 19.6 0.3 0.8 -0.9 43

West Asia 16.5 18.0 1.4 -0.2 78

East and South Asia 1.1 -21.7 -17.1 -1.5 305

Central Asia 35.5 17.6 26.9 -2.1 3

Eastern Europe 19.4 -0.4 -1.5 -4.4 95

Other Europee 27.1 9.4 15.6 11.1 54

All borrowersf 15.4 3.0 2.5 5.8 10252

Source: BIS, International Banking and Financial Market Developments, various issues.
a Including certain offshore branches of United States banks.
b First two quarters.
c Based on data for the end of the period after adjustment for movements of exchange rates.
d Excluding offshore banking centres, i.e. in Latin America: Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda, Cayman Islands, Netherlands

Antilles, and Panama; in Africa: Liberia; in West Asia: Bahrain and Lebanon; and in South-East Asia: Hong Kong
(China), Singapore and Vanuatu, but including residual amounts which could not be attributed to countries.

e Malta, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Slovenia, The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, and Yugoslavia.
f Including multilateral institutions.
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Recent financial crises have been followed
by a lengthening of the maturity profile of out-
standing bank loans to the countries affected.
Thus, in Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, the
Republic of Korea and Thailand, the proportion
of bank claims with a residual maturity of one year
or less fell from over 65 per cent in late 1993 to
about 50 per cent by the end of 1998.11 Since then,
movements have been less marked, though there
has been a continuing decline in the proportion of
loans with short maturities for the Philippines and
a rise for the Republic of Korea (where much of
the upturn was due to maturing longer-term debt
rather than new short-term borrowing). In the
Russian Federation, loans with a residual matu-
rity of up to one year declined (partly as a result
of restructuring exercises), from 46 per cent in
mid-1998 to 26 per cent in mid-2000, and in Bra-
zil they fell from 63 per cent to 54 per cent during
the same period. Elsewhere the degree of concen-
tration of bank debt at short-term maturities has
varied among countries and regions, the share of

such maturities for African and West Asian coun-
tries, for example, being about 55 per cent and that
for Eastern European countries only 40 per cent.

Latin American borrowers were once again
the most important issuers of international bonds
and other debt securities, accounting for more than
50 per cent of total net issues in the first three
quarters of 2000 (table 2.8). During the year a
number of such borrowers also exchanged Brady
bonds for Eurobonds at lower interest rates and
longer maturities.12 Preliminary figures indicate a
decrease in issuance in the fourth quarter of 2000
(which reflects, inter alia, the absence from the
market of Argentina and Turkey, substantial issu-
ers earlier in the year), and a recovery early in
2001 (as in 2000, driven mainly by Latin American
borrowers). Outstanding issues of debt securities
by developing countries remain heavily concen-
trated among a restricted group of borrowers and
amount to less than half of BIS-reporting banks’
exposure to them (a figure similar in magnitude

Table 2.8

INTERNATIONAL ISSUANCE OF DEBT SECURITIESa BY DEVELOPING
AND TRANSITION ECONOMIES,b 1997–2000

(Billions of dollars)

Gross issuesc Net issues

1997 1998 1999 2000d 1997 1998 1999 2000d

Total 123.6 78.3 79.2 69.8 82.1 37.4 34.1 30.8

of which in:

Latin America 64.0 43.0 48.0 39.9 41.1 22.5 26.4 21.8

East and South Asia 39.8 10.8 16.7 15.2 25.4 -0.7 -1.1 1.9

Europe 11.4 20.4 10.3 11.1 11.1 15.1 6.5 4.7

Memo item:

World 1508.6 1657.2 2305.0 993.0 560.4 681.1 1215.4 797.7

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on BIS, International Banking and Financial Market Developments, various
issues.

a International money market instruments and international bonds and notes, classified by residence of issuer.
b Other than offshore financial centres.
c Gross issues include gross issuance of money market instruments and announced issues of international bonds and

notes.
d First three quarters.
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to that of outstanding bank loans with a residual
maturity of up to one year).

The spreads on the international bonds of
emerging-market economies (chart 2.5) were sub-
ject to considerable country-by-country variation
until October, when there were widespread increases
with the advent of more unsettled conditions in
financial markets, the rises being most marked for
Argentina, Brazil, the Philippines and Turkey.
Spreads then stabilized or fell slightly towards the
end of the year, probably partly in response to the
packages of international financial support put
together for Argentina and Turkey.

After a period of relative buoyancy in the
aftermath of the financial crises of the late 1990s,
net flows of foreign direct investment (FDI) to
developing and transition economies decreased in
2000. But much of the contraction was accounted
for by a limited number of recipients; for some
Asian countries the rise in FDI which followed
the region’s financial crisis may have largely run
its course, and the figures for the Republic of
Korea were reduced by an increase in outward
FDI; as regards Argentina, the figure fell back
from a level boosted in the previous year by the
proceeds of a single privatization project (the pe-
troleum conglomerate, YPF; TDR 2000, chap. III,
sect. E.1). Flows of FDI to Brazil continued to
remain high, preliminary estimates being of a mag-
nitude similar to the country’s deficit on current
account.

Capital flows to developing and transition
economies in the form of private equity can take
two forms: international equity issues and foreign
investment in local equity markets. Sums raised
in the first form amounted to more than $32 bil-
lion in the first three quarters of 2000, a little more
than 50 per cent of the figure being due to issuers
in East and South Asia (BIS, 2000a, table 18). Sepa-
rate figures for foreign investment in local equity
markets in 2000 are not yet available, but provi-
sional estimates of the IIF for all forms of foreign
portfolio equity investment fall well short of that
given above for international issues for the first
three quarters only, pointing to the probability of
substantial net foreign disinvestment in local eq-
uity markets. Much of the disinvestment is likely
to have taken place in the second half of the year
in response to the widespread price falls described

in the preceding section. Indeed, a two-way con-
nection between such falls and foreign disinvest-
ment was probably at work here, each giving ad-
ditional impetus to the other.

2. Outlook

The outlook for private financial flows to
developing and transition economies remains
uncertain. One view emphasizes that emerging-
market economies as a group are now less sus-
ceptible to financial shocks owing to such features
as lower dependence on short-term bank debt and
more flexible exchange rate regimes. But as the
experience of Argentina and Turkey during the
past year has shown, reduced vulnerability for the
group does not necessarily imply that individual
countries are innoculated against the outbreak of
serious balance-of-payments problems. Moreover,
the access of emerging-market economies to pri-
vate external financing remains linked, through
various channels, to global conditions. Some of
these channels involve traditional connections
between their access to financing and prospects
for global economic growth, trade, as well as for
the terms of trade.13 Others involve a prominent
role for impulses between different financial mar-
kets which are generally very difficult to forecast:
these include contagion effects between emerg-
ing markets themselves as well as destabilizing
influences transmitted from markets in the North
to those in the South.

Relations between markets in developed and
transition economies, on the one hand, and in
industrial countries, on the other, are subject to
change as a result of various processes associated
with greater financial integration. In the preceding
section reference was made to recent strengthening
of the links between equity markets in emerging-
market economies and developed countries. Other
changes have been in the direction of greater
decoupling. For example, during the first half
of 2000 the trend in spreads on the debt of de-
veloping countries was downwards at a time
when spreads of high-yield debt of developed-
country borrowers denominated in dollars and
euros were moving upwards (BIS, 2000b: 5–6; IIF,
2001: 9). Moreover, the heightened volatility of
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Chart 2.5

YIELD SPREADa OF SELECTED INTERNATIONALLY ISSUED EMERGING-MARKET BONDS,
JULY 1999 TO JANUARY 2001

(Basis pointsb)

Source: Primark Datastream.
a Differential between the yield on a representative bond issued by the borrowing country and those of the same maturity

issued by the Government of the country in whose currency the borrower’s bonds are denominated.
b One basis point equals 0.01 per cent.
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the NASDAQ index during 2000 was accompa-
nied by a weakening of its link with the yield on
the debt of emerging market economies.14 Never-
theless, major turbulence in the financial markets
of developed countries may continue to have im-
portant spillover effects in emerging markets. And
recent experience indicates that owing to new
methods of risk management, such as techniques
of cross-border hedging, some of the fault lines
associated with these effects are difficult to iden-

tify in advance.15 Thus, financial flows to devel-
oping and transition economies are now subject
not only to traditional supply-driven influences
originating in industrial countries, such as those
due to shifts in monetary policy and in the risk
aversion of investors and lenders, but also to the
impact of portfolio management decisions of in-
ternational financial firms which may have little
connection to the fundamentals of the countries
whose markets are affected.

F.  External financing and debt of the least developed countries

The LDCs are the major “pocket of poverty”
in the world economy. As domestic savings in
these countries are insufficient to attain a faster
pace of growth, they continue to depend on exter-
nal finance, and especially on official capital
flows, for the financing of their development. But
aggregate net capital inflows fell in the 1990s, in
real as well as in nominal terms and in relation to
the recipient countries GDP (table 2.9).

Given their weak economic fundamentals and
high-risk profiles, most LDCs have practically no
direct access to international capital markets.
While for developing countries as a group, pri-
vate flows other than FDI represented almost half
of the net aggregate capital inflow in the 1990s,
and about 2.3 per cent of their GDP, such private
inflows into LDCs were negligible over much of
the past decade and were even negative in 1998
and 1999. Flows of FDI to LDCs are also rela-
tively small, but in relation to GDP they have been
almost as important for LDCs as a group as for
other developing countries. However, FDI in LDCs
has been mainly in mineral extraction rather than
in manufacturing, and has essentially been con-
centrated on a few countries that are rich in oil,
gas and other natural resources.

Official capital continues to be the predomi-
nant source of external financing of the LDCs; for
more than a decade, the share of official flows in
their long-term inflows has remained at around
88 per cent, whereas in other developing coun-
tries this share had steadily declined to around
20 per cent by the end of the 1990s (TDR 1999,
table 5.1, and UNCTAD, 2000b: 56).

During the 1990s, official capital flows to all
developing countries declined considerably in
both nominal and real terms,16 and despite the
rhetoric about poverty alleviation, ODA grants and
bilateral credits to LDCs, where the incidence of
poverty is the highest, have also fallen. Indeed,
unlike other aid recipients, the LDCs did not ben-
efit from the partial recovery in nominal official
flows during 1998–1999. As a share of donor GNP,
aggregate official flows from the members of the
OECD’s Development Assistance Committee
(DAC) to the LDCs amounted to only 0.05 per
cent from 1997 through 1999 – far short of the
target ratio of 0.15 per cent set at the Second
United Nations Conference on the Least Devel-
oped Countries in 1990. It is also only half of what
it was at the beginning of the 1990s, in spite of
the commitments by donors to increase aid to the
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LDCs. Among the members of DAC, only five
countries met the 0.15 per cent target in 1999:
Denmark (0.32 per cent), Luxembourg (0.16 per
cent), the Netherlands (0.16 per cent), Norway
(0.30 per cent) and Sweden (0.17 per cent)
(OECD, 2000b, table 31).

Apart from insufficient inflows of capital,
especially in the form of long-term credit and
grants, the majority of LDCs continue to be bur-
dened with a serious debt overhang. In 1999,
outstanding external debt of the LDCs as a share
of their aggregate GDP amounted to 89 per cent,
and the average ratio of debt service paid (as op-
posed to scheduled payments) to exports was
15 per cent. A number of countries continued to
be unable to meet their obligations in full, accu-
mulating further arrears on scheduled payments.

Given their debt overhang, there is an urgent
need to reduce the debt burden of LDCs. Among
the 41 countries identified as heavily indebted
poor countries (HIPCs), 31 are LDCs. By the end
of 2000, a total of 22 countries, 17 of which are
African LDCs, had reached the “decision point”
under the HIPC Initiative, and are due to start
receiving interim debt relief from multilateral
creditors as well as enhanced relief from Paris
Club creditors. So far, Uganda is the only LDC to
have reached the “completion point” under the
Initiative, whereby it is entitled to enjoy the full
benefits provided by the Initiative. Meanwhile, an
additional 11 LDCs, most of which are affected
by conflicts, have a debt burden that is regarded
as unsustainable according to HIPC criteria, even
after the application of traditional relief mecha-
nisms. However, under current procedures it may
take several years before these countries are able
to fulfil the conditions required to reach the de-
cision point. Moreover, there are several debt-
stressed LDCs which are not defined as HIPCs
(UNCTAD, 1999, box 3).

Current expectations regarding the economic
impact of the HIPC Initiative on countries which
have reached decision point are unrealistic. First,
the additional fiscal space which is opened up by
the Initiative is not particularly large. While the
magnitude of debt relief appears significant in
terms of a reduction in the present value of future
debt service obligations, the annual savings on
debt service provided through HIPC assistance

per se up to 2005 are modest for most countries
that have reached decision point. Secondly, the
medium-term forecasts of a durable exit from the
debt problem assume high rates of economic and
export growth, sustained over a long period, of-
ten over and above the rates achieved in the 1990s,
as well as declining import intensity of growth.
Thirdly, there is a risk that the financial resources
freed by the debt relief will not be fully additional.
For 14 of the 17 African LDCs which have reached
decision point, official flows fell considerably
between 1996 and 1999. This suggests that, with
the provision of HIPC assistance, there may be a
general reduction in such flows unless there is a
change in official attitudes; throughout the 1990s
official capital flows to LDCs were closely related

Table 2.9

CAPITAL INFLOW OF LDCs BY TYPE OF
FLOW, AND NET TRANSFER, 1990–1999

(Percentage of GNP)

1990–
Type of flow 1997 1998 1999

Total net inflow 10.5 7.7 7.5

Official inflows 9.2 6.4 6.0

ODA grants a 6.5 4.8 4.7

Official credit 2.7 1.6 1.4

Bilateral 0.3 -0.1 -0.4
Multilateral 2.4 1.7 1.7

Private inflows 1.3 1.3 1.5

Foreign direct investment 1.1 1.5 1.6

Other 0.2 -0.2 -0.1

Interest payments 0.9 0.8 0.8

Profit remittances 0.6 0.5 0.6

Net transfer b 9.0 6.4 6.1

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on World
Bank, Global Development Finance, 2001, preliminary
version (CD-ROM).

a This item corresponds to “Grants” as defined by the
World Bank in the source and excludes funds allo-
cated through technical cooperation.

b Net capital inflow less interest payments on external
debt and profit remittances.
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to their indebtedness and levels of debt service
payments (UNCTAD, 2000b: 123–6).

Furthermore, the HIPC process has become
even more complicated with the explicit linking
of debt relief to poverty alleviation, through Pov-
erty Reduction Strategy Papers. As has recently
been suggested by the Dutch Minister for Devel-
opment Cooperation, if the successful implemen-
tation of these wide-ranging poverty reduction
strategies requires broader and faster debt relief,
then development partners will have to be pre-
pared to provide additional financing.17

An important and welcome development
in 2000 was the commitment by an increasing
number of creditor countries, in the context of the
HIPC Initiative, to grant full cancellation of bilat-
eral debt. However, the commitment does not
involve a rapid or across-the-board cancellation for
all LDCs, and implementation will depend on their
progress in economic policy reforms and poverty
reduction. Country coverage, timing of relief, and
the coverage of debts (including post-cut-off-date
debt) can also be expected to vary among creditors.

The underlying economic problems of LDCs
are manifold, so that debt write-off alone will be
insufficient to set them on a path of sustainable
development. A solution to their debt problem is
nonetheless a necessary condition, and the spe-
cial situation of LDCs requires an assessment of
their needs for debt relief quite independently of
HIPC considerations. Given that debt forgiveness
cannot be expected to be forthcoming swiftly,
interim arrangements should be considered to al-
low for immediate alleviation of their acute debt
burden. To that end, and pending the full imple-
mentation of the HIPC Initiative, an immediate
suspension of the debt-service payments of all
LDCs, without any additional interest obligations,
should be considered. In this way, rather than
having to divert scarce resources to service debt,
governments would be able to use them to finance
badly needed social expenditure programmes and
productive investments. For the same reason, it
is also necessary to reverse the declining trend of
official financing. In the absence of adequate pri-
vate capital inflows, a greater injection of official
external finance is indispensable for kick-starting
the capital accumulation process in LDCs.18

Notes

1 It is not easy to fully account for serious discrepan-
cies, in magnitude and even in direction in some
cases, in time series for trade published by WTO,
IMF and UN/DESA.

2 For some of the reasons underlying the discrepancy
between world exports and imports, see TDR 2000
(chap. III, note 1).

3 For a detailed discussion on the role of intra-Asian
trade in the recovery of the East Asian economies,
see TDR 2000 (chap. III).

4 The United States deficit on trade in goods and serv-
ices in 2000 is estimated by IMF to be in the order
of $360 billion, and the current-account balance in

the order of $420 billion (4.2 per cent of GDP).
JP Morgan estimates it to be as high as $439 billion
(4.4 per cent of GDP). See IMF (2000a, table I.2 and
appendix tables 27 to 29) and JP Morgan (2000a).

5 Average spot price of the basket of seven crude oils
produced by members of OPEC.

6 The marginal cost of production in the highest-cost
areas of non-OPEC countries ranges from $10 to
$15 per barrel. Consequently, an oil price of not
much higher than $15 per barrel should, in princi-
ple, provide oil companies with sufficient incentives
to operate in these high-cost areas. However, un-
like other commodities, oil is a strategic resource
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and its price is also influenced by speculative fac-
tors. For a more detailed discussion of the factors
shaping the world oil market in recent years, see
TDR 1999 (Part One, chap. III, sect. E).

7 For a discussion of recent debate on different re-
gimes for the exchange rate, see Part Two, chap. V.

8 See IIF (2001: 11). The technology, media and tele-
communications sector has accounted for an even
higher share of recent international equity issuance
by emerging-market economies: 57 per cent in 1999
and 77 per cent in the first half of 2000. See
Mathieson, Schinasi et al. (2000, box 3.5).

9 The real effective changes cited here are the estimates
of JP Morgan available at www.jpmorgan.com.

10 Differences among institutions in estimates of pri-
vate financial flows to developing and transition
economies reflect mainly differences in coverage
and in methods of estimation. The estimates of IMF
cover the great majority of its member countries.
They are on a balance-of-payments basis and, thus,
net of outflows by residents. The IIF covers a sam-
ple of 29 “emerging-market economies”, and its es-
timates of net private flows are before adjustments
for net lending by residents, changes in monetary
gold, and errors and omissions in the balance of
payments, which typically represent a substantial
proportion of its figures for net private flows. The
IIF estimates of January 2001 reflect a substantial
downward adjustment in comparison with those of
September 2000, which projected a figure of $188
billion for net private flows for the year as a whole,
with an offsetting item of $127 billion for “resident
lending/other”.

11 The data on the residual maturity of BIS-reporting
banks’ exposure to countries have been taken from
various BIS press releases on BIS-consolidated in-
ternational banking statistics.

12 Exchanges of Brady for new bonds are partly the
reason for the substantial divergence between gross
and net issues of international bonds reported in ta-
ble 2.8. The incentives for such exchanges typically
include: gaining access to collateral in the form of
United States Treasury instruments backing the
Brady bonds; reduction of the country’s debt stock
in cases where the Brady bonds are exchanged at a
discount; and extension of the yield curve for the
country’s internationally issued debt instruments to
the extent that the new bonds carry long maturities.

13 For a discussion of the various channels of trans-
mission between developments in the global econo-
my and capital flows, see JP Morgan (2000c: 7–8).

14 For a discussion of correlations between the yield
on emerging-market debt and the NASDAQ index,
see Mathieson, Schinasi et al. (2000, chap. III, box 3.3).

15 For further discussion of evidence concerning the
effects of these methods, see Cornford (2000a: 3).

16 For a more detailed analysis of the long-term pat-
terns of external financing in the developing coun-
tries, see TDR 1999 (Part Two); and for a discus-
sion of external financing in Africa, where most
LDCs are located, see UNCTAD (2000c).

17 E. Herfkens, “Bringing Solidarity to Brussels”,
speech given at UNCTAD Trade and Development
Board, Geneva, 27 February 2001.

18 For a more detailed discussion, see TDR 1998 (Part
Two), and UNCTAD (2000c).




